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MimHtS
REGISTERED TRADE MARK ®

ADDITIONS TO THE 15mm ANCIENT

RANGE OF FIGURES

41 Byzantine Horse Archers

42 Byzantine Cataphracts

43 Staff Slingers

44 Scythian Horse Archers

45 Companion Cavalry

46 Macedonian Command

47 Macedonian Phalangites

48 Greek Mercenary Hoplites

49 Thracian Peltasts

50 Byzantine Skutatoi
51 Indian Elephant with Crew

52 Sassanid Elephant Crew

53 Macedonian Elephant Crew

54 Unarmoured African

Elephant

55 Indian Unarmoured

Elephant

56 Roman Command

57 Triarius Roman Spearmen

58 Hastatus Roman Legion

59 Velite Lt. Roman Infantry

60 Roman Light Cavalry

61 Roman Aux. Heavy Cavalry

62 Roman Aux. Asiatic Archers

63 Roman Aux. Legionarius
64 Byzantine Command

65 Noble Cavalry

66 Numidian Lt. Cavalry

67 Spanish Med. Cavalry

68 Spanish Lt. Cavalry

69 Spanish Scutarii Hvy. Invantry
70 Spanish Caetati Lt. Infantry
71 Libyan Medium Spearmen

72 Libyan Heavy Phoenician

73 Carthaginian Command
74 Citizen Spearmen

75 Moorish Light Javelin

76 Oxen

77 Egyptian Chariot

78 Egyptian Command

79 Kharu Archers

80 Medjway Archers

81 Egyptian Cavalry Archers
82 Egyptian Axemen

83 Egyptian Slingers
84 Assyrian Command Chariot

85 Assyrian Chariot

86 Command

87 Slingers

88 Shield Bearers

89 Lt. Archers

90 Aux. Javelinmen

91 Greek Command

92 Mercenary Peltasts

93 Thracian Peltasts

94 Cretan Archers

95 Thracian Lt. Cav. Sarissa

96 Macedonian Armenian

Archers

97 Syrian Archers

98 Rhodian Slingers

99 Belly Bowmen

100 Peltasts

101 Thracian Lt. Cavalry

102 Seleucid Lt. Cavalry

103 Camel Half Armour

104 Persian Command

105 Persian Hvy. Cavalry

106 Nobel Spearmen

107 Sassanid Lt. Cavalry

.  108 Sassanid Clibanarii

. 109 Sassanid Cataphract

. 110 Sassanid Levy Spearmen

. 111 Sassanid Command

. 112 Sassanid Archers

. 113 Sassanid Slingers

.114 Roman Legionarius {1st
A.D.)

. 115 Roman German GD. Cavalry

. 116 Roman Legionarius (2nd
A.D.)

.117 Roman Lt. Infantry (2nd
A.D.)

. 118 Roman Praetorian GD)

. 119 Huns Command

. 120 Huns Lt. Cavalry

. 121 Darius Charioteer 2 horses

. 122 1st Cent. Roman Command

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON S02 0PA Telephone 20855 (0703)



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
aJ^L MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

LOOK NO FURTHER THAN THE HINCHLIFFE COLLECTION

MAY ADDITIONS TO RANGE

EG11 Egyptian Line Chariot £1.08
EG14 Egyptian Pharoahs Chariot (incl. Royal

Standard Bearer) £1.21

EG15 Hittite Chariot £1.08

ILLUSTRATIONS

1. ME/W/3

2. CS23

3. AWC5

4. 20/22

5. 75/JBC3

54mm French Napoleonic
Forge de Campagne
54mm Serving girl with tray
25mm British Light Dragoon,
firing carbine
20mm German W.W.I i

10.5cm light Field Howitzer
L.28

French Cuirassier 1815

Please write for our current price list, 12p

Our manufacturers in the USA.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend nuiMfRBOi authentic
MILITARY COLOURS

for all our products



Parrt#^
METAL MINIATURES

25mm.

Ancients, Civil War, Nopoieonics.

54mm

Ancients

75mm

Second World War

Oversea's;

U.S. A

C.S.&D. Inc

731 So University Blvd. Denver Colorado

Midwest Wargamers Supply

15J6 Montelair Place Ann Arbor

Michigan 48104

Soldier World

PO. Box 175 Shrewsbury Pa 17361

AUSTRALIA
Military Hobbies. Shop
386 Spencer St. Melbourne 3000

MAIL ORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE RD. LEIGHTON BUZZARD BEDS. LU7 8SF

CATALOGUES 15p

FIGURES OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY



Win With SKYTREX, Ground, Sea & Air,
1 /300th MICRO-TANKS modern & wwil

HAVE YOU JOINED
OUR PANZERFAUST
SUBSCRIPTION LIST YET
ONLY £6.00 per year I

Warsaw Pact
DP2 T70MBT(1976)
DP3 T55
DP4 T62

DPS PT76
DP6 ZSU57(SPAA)
DP7 T54

DPS BTRSOpPB APC
DP9 BTR40P. With Swatter Missiles
DP10 BMP76PB APC
DP11 8TR50P APC
DP12 SAM-6 AA Missile Carrier
DP14 122mm S.P. GUN (1976)
DPI 3 SAM 9 Low Level AA Missiles

NATO
DN3 Chieftain
DN4 Centurion Mk 1 3

DNS M48A2
DNS Leopard
DN7 M60AI M8T
DNS M60A2MBT
DN11 Scorpion
DN20 Jadgpz Kanone
DN22 Fox Armoured Car

DN23 Saiadin Armoured Car
DN24 Saracen APC
DN25 FV432 APC
DN26 Ml 13 APC
DN27 Striker with Swingfire AT

Missiles
DN28 Jagd Panzer Rakote
DN29 Marder
DN30 Abbot SPG
DN31 Ml 10 203mm S.P. Howitzer
DN36 Ml09 155mm S.P. Howitzer
DN14 Scimitar Light Tank

FRENCH
DMF1 AMX13
DMF2 AMX30

DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF10 AMXIOp APC
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

DMF16 GCT 155mm S.P. Gun
DM19 AML H90 Armoured Car

Russian
DRl KV1 Tank
DR2 T34/76 Tank
0R3 T34/85 Tank
DR4 KV2 Tank

DR5 BT7Tank
DR6 JS II Tank
DR7 Stalin Tank
DR8 KV/85 Tank
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car
DR11 T70 Light Tank
DR12 T26 Light Tank
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun
DR17 SU 100
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun
DRl9 JS 152 Assault Gun
DR30 Gaz 4x6 Truck

DR31 Gaz 4x4 Truck
DR22 Gaz Jeep
DR40 IW39 Anti-Tank Gun
DR41 152mm Tracked Howitzer
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car
DR32 Gaz 64 Track Truck

Italian
DM M13/40Tank
DI2 Sermovente 75/18
D[3 Autoblinda Armoured Car

French
DFl Char B1 Tank

ALL MODELS

8p EACH

NEW

170cm Railway Gun 35p

BARGAIN TIME WITH SKYTREX WE

NOW HAVE LARGE STOCKS OF

STRATEGY & TACTICS GAMES AND

CAN OFFER DISCOUNT PRICES

TOGETHER WITH OUR USUAL FAST

SERVICE. EITHER WRITE IN OR

PHONE YOUR ORDER (if you have
Access or Barclaycard). Telephone
Nottingham 43457.

Crusader Tank
Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank
Cromwell Tank
British A9 Tank
Vickers Light Tank
A13 Cruiser Tank
A30 Challenger
Crusader 111 AA
Humber Armoured Car
Stag Hound Armoured Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
AEC Mkl Armoured Car
Rolls Royce Armoured
Car (1930-41)
Daimler Scout Car

Bren Carrier

White Scout Car
Humber Staff Car
Quad Truck
Bedford QL 3-ton Truck
Austin Bowser

Scammell Pioneer

Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3-ton Truck
Austin 30-cwt Truck

Morris 1 5-cwt
Radio Truck
Morris 15-cwt Bowser
Scorpion Flail
Centaur ARV
Dorchester A.C.V. (1 941)
25-pdr Gun (Firing)
25-pdr Gun (Limbered)
17-pdr Gun (Firing)
6-pdr Gun (Firing)
2-pdr Gun (Firing)
Bishop SP Gun
Bofors Quad
Archer 17-pdr SP Gun
Priest SPG
Buffalo L.V.T.

American
DAI Grant Tank

DA2 Sherman Tank

DAS Stuart Tank
DA4 Sherman Firefly
DA5 Pershing
DA10 MS Armoured Car
DA11 MID Tank Destroyer
DAI 2 MIS Tank Destroyer
DA13 M36 Tank Destroyer
DA20 M3 y2-Track
DA21 'A-ton Jeep
DA22 DUKW

DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck

DA24 Chev 30-cwt Truck

DA25 Chev LRDG Truck
DA30 105mm Howitzer
0A24 M24 Chaffee Light Tank

German
DG1 Pz.Kpfw.l Tank
DG2 Pz.Kpfw.ll Tank
DG3 Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank

Pz.Kpfw. IV Tank F1
Pz,lVF2

Pz.lV aus.H
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank

Jagdpanther
Stug.lll Assault Gun
Elefant
Pz.Kpfw. 4.7cm.Pak(t)
Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Nashorn 88mm SP Gun

Jagdpanzer IV
Marder III

Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Marder III Pak
76.2mm, (R)
PzFH Wespe 105mm SP Gun
Hummel

Sd.Kfz. 222
Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 232
Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
Sd.Kfz. 233
Armoured Car. 7.5 L24
Sd.Kfz. 234/4
Armoured Car 7.5 Pak 40
Sd.Kfz 250
Sd.Kfz. 250/8
7.5cm.L/24
Sd.Kfz. 250/9
Armoured Car

Sd.Kfz. 250/4 80mm
Self-propelled Mortar
Sd.Kfz. 251 Vz-Track

Sd.Kfz 251/7

Engineers Vehicle
Sd.Kfz, 251/9
75mm L24

Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame Thrower
Sd.Kfz. 251/17 AA 20mm
Sd.Kfz. 251 Rocket Launcher

Sd.Kfz. 7 (88 Tractor)
Sd.Kfz. 7 (Open top)
Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck
Daimler Benz 3000L Truck
Opel Mauliier Vs-Track
Daimler Benz Bowser

Kubelwagen
Steyr 1500 Field Car
Kettenkrad

SiG33/150mm SPG 38(t)
37mm AA SPG
Saurer Heavy Truck
SWS 40 Vj Track

Mercedes Staff Car

M/C Combination

Opel Radio Truck
5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Limbered)
8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing)
105mm Field Gun
Nebelwerfer

Ostwind AA SPG
7.5cm Infantry Gun
15cm Infantry Howitzer

NAPOLEONIC

Austerlitz

Borodino
La Grande Armee
American Revolution

Ardennes Offensive
Breakout & Pursuit
Desert War

Normandy
Operation Olympic
Panzer Arm§e Afrika
Panzer 44
Patrol

Sniper
Search & Destroy
Soldiers
Turning Point
Winter War

World War II

Moscow Campaign
Kampfpanzer
Kursk

Seelowe

PIKE & SHOT PERIOD

Grenadier
Frederick the Great
Musket & Pike

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bull Run

Lee Moves North

American Civil War

Frigate
Dreadnought
CA
Solomons Campaign
USN

Wolfpack
Sixth Fleet

World War III

Combined Arms

East is Red

NATO
Sinai

Mech War 77

AIR GAMES

Spitfire
Foxbat & PHANTOM

FANTASY & SCIFI

Sorcerer

Starforce

£3.95
EACH

QUAD GAMES
(4 in one pack)

Blue & Grey II
Napoleonic Quad
Modern Battles Quad

LARGER GAMES
Fast Carriers
Global War
War in the East

£5.99
EACH

POSTAGE

20p per game.
TWO GAMES OR MORE POST FREE.

We have large stocks of all available Garrison
25mm figures for rapid despatch to reinforce
your armies. Also the new list gives details of
many new items in the 1 /3000th WWI and

WWII ship ranges.

AGENT FOR U.S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd., 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard,

Whitestone, New York 11357.
Tel; 212 767-6632

POSTAGE & PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPO: 10% up to £5. over £5 Free.

Overseas: 60% up to £7, 30% over £7.
75% Garrison.

seyTni
28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWOLD,LEICESTERSHIRE.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Know las and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS; 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING

PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

V? RUSKIN /IR/HS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

NEW/MODEL
AR/MY
No 373

101 Bus route p:

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT

FULL RANGE OF PLASTW KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

CAPTAIN GORDON
BATTLEFIELD TOURS

Terminal House

52 Grosvenor Gardens

Victoria

London SW1W0AU

Tel: 01-730 9922

Cables: IANRAITTSW1

Also 8 day tours with a guest lecturer to:
Sir John Moore's and Wellington's
Campaigns In Portugal and Spain departing
13th April 1977

Verdun, The Somme, Cambrai departing
25th June 1977

A two day tour of the area of the
battlefields of Arnhem and Nijmegen

in company with Guest Lecturer,
Major-Generai Anthony Farrar-Hockley,
a leading military expert in Airborne
Warfare and author of 'Airborne Carpet'
and 'The Edge of the Sword',

Depart
London Saturday 18th September 1976
Return

London Sunday 19th September 1976

' Captain Gordon Battlefield Tours
52 Grosvenor Gardens

London SW1W OAU

Please send details of your tours to the
Arn hem/Spa i n/So m me

Address,

I would also be interested in a tour to .....
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THE BLOOD BRIGADE
-a name bom of despair-the survivors who had

fought, cheated or bought their way out of the hellish bloodletting as the
Japanese army swarmed into Singapore.

In this exciting new novel, Don Houghton, himself a wargamer, details
three set-piece Wargame Skirmishes-The Battle of Pulau Hantu,
The Battle of Tokai and The Battle of Gurun. Terrain and Orders of Battle
are fully described and are ideal scenarios for Skirmish Rules.

Don KougMon
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ARROW BOOKS 65p
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featl 'jrstone

JULY 1976

EDITORIAL

In last month's Newsletter 1 printed a
letter from R.G.Cordery of London. At the time
1 recall feeling it a pity that such sentiments
should he felt hy an undoubtedly enthusiastic and
experienced wargamer who obviously had beeji
provoked to the point where he felt it necessary
that they should be publicised. 1 quite agree
that what Mr. Cordery says requires bringing to
notice although 1 fear that, along with wargamers
like myself, he is becoming one of a fast dis
appearing breedl

Oddly enough, his letter arrived on exactly
the same day when, after a wargame, 1 felt it
necessary to gently chide my own son for a certain "atmosphere" created by his crystal-clear and com
pelling desire to be on the winning side. 1 suppose it is in the nature of things for this desire to
be paramount in teenagers, particularly when they are competing against older people (and with their
own father among them!) but 1 gather tliat the same feeling exists at all levels. In fact 1 was told
by both my son and one of his fellow wargamers that, much as they would like to fight in the friendly
give-and-take spirit that pervades our table-top activities at 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, it might
cause them to lose theii- "edge" so that they would be defeated in outside games amongst themselves -
where seemingly a defeat arouses some derision and even contempt.

Henry Ford once said "If 1 only had a little education 1 might make a decent living" to which,
in a much lesser scale, 1 can say "If 1 had only bothered a bit more about winning 1 might have done
more in the wargaming world". 1 liave never really bothered about winning or losing a table-top
engagement - in fact some of my most enjoyable actions have been those where defeat was a certainty
from the moment it started when, for example, attempting with a very small force to hold back a
larger body for a certain number of moves. There is a fascination in being the underdog (as
Southampton recently proved in the F.A.Cup Final) and the personal challenge involved in handling a
less powerful army against numerically superior odds has always appealed. But this does not seem to
be the case with todays wargamers who, as R.G.Cordery so aptly says, over—weigh their armies in an
incongruous fashion and implacably iiandle them with every hard-won advantage from their own personal
conception of the rules under which they are fighting.

On reflection, perhaps 1 dwell a little too lovingly on this business of not bothering about
winning - maybe rubbing shoulders with the younger generation will stimulate me to being a little more
competitive but never 1 liope to the point of spoiling my enjoyment, losing my temper, or recriminating
for days afterwards!

There was one wargame I was very mad about losing - it took place on a huge table in the village
hall at Sleaford, using the wonderful armies and incomparable terrain of Peter Gilder whom 1 was
fighting in the semi—final of the British Model Soldier Society Wargames Championship. We were fight
ing on a Waterloo terrain but with the British coming from the direction taken by the French in 1815
— at about 3 o'clock in the morning, when 1 had chased Napoleon off the table somewhere behind La
Haye Sainte and my right flank smashed the French left, 1 confidently awaited for Peter Gilder's sub
mission only for him to confidently assert that his right wing which 1 had been holding with a force
of Horse Artillery and Riflemen were still in being and could sway the battle. 1 went to bed seething
and on the following morning, with the dice going badly against me, sent my cavalry in led by
Wellington himself. He was a smaller scale figure than the other cavalrymen but nevertheless he
succeeded, in individual combat, in killing 8 cavalrymen one after the other including the great Ney
himself. But 1 still lost the battle! Peter went on to win the Final at the B.M.S.S. Waterloo
Convention at the Rembrandt Hotel in London in I966 — a long time ago but 1 can still remember how
mad 1 was!

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 30p per copy + 9p postage - £'».32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (if paying in ^ please allow 50c for Bank handling charge).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non—sterling areas. Subscriptions and Enquiries Editorial office
ADVERTISING RATES; Belmom-Maitland (PutMshen) Ita. Donald Featherstone

Advertisement Manager. Fuii page - £12.00p Tj..c. Liion, sLmarnDton soi sad
Roland Sutton, Half page - £7.00p 5A-5B Sheplierds St., Hants, u.k.
Tradition Quarter page - fî i.OOp Mayfalr, London,
5A-5B Shenherds St.. Eighth page - £2.50p WIY 7LD.

Advertisement Manager. Full page - a,xi:.uup 11. 011x011, southamDton soi sad
Roland Sutton, Half page - £7.00p 5A-5B Sheplierds St., Hants, u.k.
Tradition Quarter page - fî i.OOp Mayfalr, London,
5A-5B Shepherds St., Eighth page - £2.50p WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton 801 SAO

Hants, U.K.

Mayfair, London W1Y7LD. —
THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A

PAGE SIZE OF 11" X 6".



OHIEM'S SUBLIME MOMENT

Neil CoEswill

Achieving surprise on the table is one of the most difficult problems which the wargamer faces.
What follows is an example of how this can be achieved: 1 give first a narrative of the action
followed by some explanatory notes about the game.

NARRATIVE:

August 1758. Lieutenant-General von Ohiem commands a force of Brunswick infantry (10 battalions)
and dragoons (l2 squadrons) supported by two brigades of artillery ('tO guns). He has been directed
to cover the important crossings over the River Fulda.

Unfortunately he has been outwitted by Prince Charles of W.irtemberg commanding a larger force
acting in the French interest. Ohiem is one of the older generation of generals and indeed is sensi
tive to the whispers that he is "past-it" - for the sake of his career and for the safety of His
Britannic Majesty's Army he must retrieve the situation - but how? In the afternoon of August l6th
he encamps his army on a low range of hills pondering a dispatch from His Dilectation the Duke
Ferdinand of Brunswick ordering his recall and advising him that his nephew the Erbprinz is on his
way (l) with two battalions and twelve squadrons to take over command. It is with mixed feelings
that at five o'clock Ohiem's scouts report that the Wurtembergers are in full march against him.

Duke Charles of Wurtemberg is one of those young men who has been repeatedly snubbed by those
who are undoubtably older and who therefore consider themselves better. Nevertheless his title allows
him to raise a well equipped army which he can insist on commanding himself, this he does with elan
despite the "tut-tuts" at his unauthoddx behaviour. He has achieved a brilliant coup in outwitting
Ohiem and crossing the Fulda, much to the surprise of his superiors who have despatched the Prince
of Zwiebruken with five battalions and twelve squadrons to "advise and assist" him in exploiting his
success. (l) But Charles believes in his star, he knows Ohiem's strength, is contemptuous of his
ability and fearful that the old dodderer will elude him if he delays in attacking. So, with his
fifteen battalions of infantry, twenty-four squadrons of cuirassiers and dragoons and sixty guns he
marches at once to crush the hapless Ohiem. At five o'clock he detects the Brunswick position; four
hours of daylight left, no time for tiresome preliminaries.

The Duke's plan is simple and bold he will march his army across the natural amphitheatre formed
by the ground, halt his army a quarter of a mile from the Brunswickers, pummel them with his superior
artillery, then crush them with his sheer weight of infantry and finally rout them with his splendid
squadrons; it will "be a classic. It takes half an hour to bring his army into position. Charles'
advance guard of dragoons covers his deployment and then falls back. The Duke's attention is attract
ed to his left where a splattering of rifle fire from a wood annoys his flank. Two battalions are
detached to drive off the jaegers while his artillery thunders out the doom of the Brunswickers and
of Ohiem.

Ohiem holds his ground grimly. Another of these impossible situations, his light troops in the
viTOods to the west are being forced out, soon that flank will be exposed and it will be time to think
of withdrawal. Ah yes, one of the patrols returning - what's that? - no Wurtembergers west of the
"amphitheatre". Oh God, that Wurtemberg artillery: one of the Brunswick brigades already silenced,
casualties mounting. Six o'clock, when will it stop? When will they advance with the bayonet? They
seem to be mesmerised by the power of their own artillery. Mesmerised, (2) yes it is worth a try.

Ohiem has a hurried council with his second in command Graf von Lippe. That redoubtable
artillerist accepts his role - yes he will fight even if he only has four battalions and some broken
gun carriages. Hurriedly Ohiem marches off his second line of infantry to the west and north behind
the hills, the cavalry trotting outside them. The leading troops have two miles to march, ..the cavalry
have three - will they have time? At least an hour is needed.

Duke Charles is much delighted by his bombarding. By six-thirty he has silenced the remaining
Brunswick artillery, their infantry on the hills are also shattered, the jaegers too are driven from
the wood, the time is ripe. Anxiously the infantry look to their commander. Duke Charles is still
much impressed by his artillery - another fifteen minutes bombardment and the Brunswickers will be
running. Yes, they are already retiring. Now is the moment in which he will write his name into the
history books. Forward! (3) It is seven o'clock.

The canary columns surge forward unstoppable.

At the same moment a disciplined fire burst onto their right flank and rear and the deadly glint
of bayonet steel reflects the blood red sunset as three Brunswick battalions with two more in close
support decend from the western heights tearing into the exposed flank. For a moment the Wurtemberg
Grenadiers rally turn and face: for a moment only as they are engulfed in a stream of flashing sabres
as the Brunswick dragoons smash into their rear. Four Wurtemberg battalions flee, carrying away a
regiment of cavalry with them. Duke Charles in person showing unparalleled bravery rallies his troops.
Somehow a front is formed to the exposed flank. For a moment the Brunswickers are checked, indeed
for a moment the battle hangs in the balance. On the eastern flank the Wurtembergers are victorious.
A Brunswick battalion on the extreme eastern flank is surrounded and forced to lay down its arms but
from the din and dust springs a hero.

The Erbprinz arrives, (5) his small force is enough to stabilise the shattered eastern flank.
The Wurtembergers are checked then driven back. In the West the final two Brunswick battalions are
in action. Duke Charles received a fearful wound (6) and is carried from the field. Demoralised his
gallant Swabians give way, the artillery is overrun and suddenly it is all over.



Eight o'clock. Half of Duke
Charles private army are in flight,
the other half surrounded, dis
heartened, and leaderless, lay
down their arms. Zwiehruchen is

also arriving: he takes a position
on the small northern hill to cover

the withdrawal of the shattered

remnants. A door closed against
pursuit.

The hattle has cost Ohiem

1,700 casualties from his 10,000
men - a heavy price hut the cost
to Duke Charles is 2,000 in casual
ties and 5,000 prisoners (?). Not
to speak of a little self esteem.

Of course, history records
the genius of the Erhprinz and
tells us how he tempted the head
strong Duke to cross the river and
drew him into a trap. The glories
of history are not for the likes
of Ohiem hut I am pleased to note
that he continued to serve with

distinction and that his opinion
was frequently deferred to. Such
was Ohiem's suhlime moment.

NOTES:

Ground scale 1" to 100 yards.
1 figure represents 100 men
(Spencer Smith 30mm).

1 move represents 15 minutes.

The hasic infantry move is 8"
undeployed, k" deployed. Long
range for musketry is 3"• Fire
effects are decided hy a tahle de
pending on range. Melee is decided
hy head count multiplied hy morale
throw. Morale is decided hy throw
ing a certain number of dice and
taking the highest score: 5, 6 -
good; k, 5 - halt; 1, 2 - rout.
Line infantry throw three dice
initially. If a unit is in a had
morale situation it loses a dice,
thus a unit which has once been

routed and is attacked in flank

throws only one dice.

Situation At six P-m
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The tactical move is simultaneous from a flank selected hy dice throw giving both commanders a
tactical initiative hut on opposite flanks.

Units follow present strategy. Their orders are laid down and may only he changed if a general
officer is within 8" and if a strategy card is drawn from the pack. The "strategy" pack is formed by
deciding how many moves the game will take - in this case there were k hours possible giving l6 moves.
A quarter of the cards are denoted strategy cards and no new orders may he written unless one is drawn
from the pack: there is one exception as we shall see later. The pack is shuffled and one card is
drawn before each move.

(1) One of the strategy cards was also denoted a reserve card indicating when the reserve
arrived at the middle of the baseline, in column and in a predetermined order of march.

(2) At this stage, four moves into the game, Ohiem drew his first strategy card. The Duke of
Wurtemherg had already drawn two in the first three moves. This provides the possibility of surprise.
The Duke had ordered his line to engage in an artillery bombardment and he would have to wait for the
next card to order the final advance. He could have given delayed orders, like "In four moves advance
due south", hut he did not. Troops may take tactical initiative against an enemy within 8" and in
direct vision which was why Ohiem had to leave a screen of troops facing the Duke. The remainder he
marched behind the hill ordering them to face right and advance after three moves for the first three
battalions and after four for the second two and the cavalry. He was gambling that in that period the
Duke would not draw another strategy card.

(3) The Duke (well, his player) had, of course, seen the outflanking column and recognised its
implications - he had waited four moves for a strategy card so that he could deal with the threat -
none came. He knew that his flank was about to be attacked and could watch helpless no longer and he
decided to take the ultimate risk - he would throw an initiative dice. One dice is thrown - ̂  g
change plan; 3, k continue as before and 1, 2 adopt course ordered by opponent.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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There seems to he a certain unanimity among wargamers as to the reasons for the small attendance
at the recent Arms and Armour Press Convention in London. A serving-soldier John Watts says:-

"A1though 1 do not often write, I feel compelled to do so hy your editorial. Although I am
deeply interested in most military history before 1900, and casually interested in happenings since,
had I been in England for the "America's Military Heritage 1776-1976" and had the opportunity to
attend, I should probably not have done so.

A couple of years ago, when Airfix first brought out their A.W.I, figures, 1 spent some time and
trouble researching and building up two armies. Eventually, I fought two battles with them, using
W.R.G. 1750-1850 rules. Both battles were surprisingly uninteresting, although at the same period I
was enjoyably fighting Napoleonics and Seven Years War with the same opponent. The figures have not
been used since.

Secondly, the cry of "fashion" makes me grit my teeth. Over the last year and a half, or some
thing like that, we have been flooded with "bi-centennial" books, models and articles in the various
magazines; or so it seems. The American War of Independence is "fashionable" - and one can have too
much of a good thing.

Looking at the list of speakers - plus yourself and Mr. Gilder - in the editorial, it was obvious
ly a most professional and potentially fascinating affair. However, has the whole subject of two
hundred years been oversold? How many people did not attend the Convention from sheer boredom and
over-exposure to it?"

From C.P.Nurse of Chippenham comes the following:-

"I would suggest the poor attendance was due to lack of interest in this particular period, even
though manufacturers and magazines connected with our hobby have been pushing the period under dis
cussion as hard as they can. My personal view, when I read the advertisement was "what a bore that
would be, just one period only".

All other Conventions do cater for all tastes and provide something of interest for all sections
of the hobby. In this connection I would like to say that though 1 have never taken part in a Western
Gun Fight I was most impressed with the "layout" of a Western cow town at the Southern Militaire and
it has caused me to consider that I may be missing something by not having a go.

Finally, it may well be that two books - "Sergeant Lamb of the Ninth" and "The Bloody Backs" may
(l stress may) have an adverse effect on wargamers for the period of 1776."

Stuart Asquith is a wargamer, modeller and also actively connected with the Victorian Military
Society - he lives in the London area so that it would have been relatively easy for him to attend
the Convention, but did not do so for these reasons:-

"May I offer the following suggestions as to the reasons behind the poor turn out at "America's
Military Heritage" recently held at the London Tara Hotel.

1) The price, £1.50p for a full ticket, 50p trade stands and wargame demonstrations. A bit
steep even at todays inflated prices - it put me off I!

2) Reports on the crush of people at the Waterloo Convention, and fears that this would be re
peated.

3) In spite of all current opinion, I do not think that the A.W.I, i^ all that popular with war
gamers .

These are my reasons for poor attendance and naturally open to debate or ridicule. Opinions were
asked for however and surely one idiot who complies is better than twelve wise men who don't!!

John Traynor of No.l Wargames Command (whose activities are reported elsewhere in this issue) has
the following comments to make:-

"With reference to your May editorial on the "America's Military Heritage" exhibition I was very
sorry to hear about its poor attendance, the Waterloo exhibition was such an enjoyable occasion. Three



points occur to me:

I was unable to attend either personally or as a trade stand hecause so many other exhibitions
to which I was already committed were being held during the same period.

If I remember correctly the exhibition was only advertised six weeks beforehand by which time
most wargamers had probably decided which exhibitions they wanted to attend.

However well presented the exhibition the subject of the American War of Independence still
seems to have a minority following among wargamers."

Dave Tuck of Cleethorpes writes

"After reading your May editorial I was sorry to hear that the American Heritage Exhibition was
a failure, as any wargaming-cum-military history event needs all the encouragement possible. There
ajpe only two reasons I can suggest for its failure.

1. Economic reasons, the cost of railway travel plus the expense of a night spent in London is
quite high for a one day trip. In my case the costs would have been approximately £7 for railway
fares, ei.50p entrance fee and at least £3 for accommodation in London and any money needed to buy
articles at the trade stands. Thus with the initial cost of £11.50p to be met, it would seem unlikely
that any trade stand could cover its costs from northern visitors!!

2. That the vast majority of wargame clubs with memberships of around 20-40 would be lucky if
more than 10 people were interested in the periods concerned. The Napoleonic War have far greater
support. Thus it is a minority field, not large enough to warrant the hire of a coach and cut down
expense and of too little general appeal to W.W.II, Colonial or Ancient fans as a national convention
would be. (Our club travels yearly to Northern Militaire and exhibitions in the region largely because
of the wide ranges of interest covered).

These events, in my opinion, are hardly likely to ba profitable to figure manufacturers and they
with hindsight must realise this. No manufacturer stated in the ads for April any interest in the
exhibition whereas for Northern Militaire most added a line to their "ad" in the style of "see you at
Manchester" etc., etc. At least proving they would be there.

The only suggestion I can make is that more publicity should be sought. Could not the press be
given a preview of the exhibition and a few photos. Several lines and a picture before the event
would generate far more local interest than any amount of publicity in the Newsletter or Military
Modelling, A report aftei- the event is of little use except as an "ego-boost" to the organisers of a
successful event and is of no use to a failure whatsoever. Maybe the huge success and crowded atmos-
pliere of the Waterloo demo' put people off or maybe it was considered too high brow intellectually?

Finally, althougli London is thC'acknowledged centre of "high-class" events surely the .more isolated
parts of the country could be given a choice to attend. Scottish interests was not catered for at
all; and I should imagine most of the Nortli would be ruled out for reasons of travelling time, etc.

Even the weakest of entertainers attempt to tour most of the country, why should American Heritage
I776-IS65 only cater for tlie south? You will cite expense, etc., etc. But surely IF the mountain will
not come to Mohamed then Moliamed must go to the mountain.

Sorry to be so pessimistic and gloomy, but you obviously want reasons for the exhibitions failure
and as such this letter is an answer. I liope future demo's are a greater success and keep writing the
Newsletter far superior to some of the glossy mag's on the subject."

BATTLEFIELD TOURS

Captain Gordon Battlefield Tours of Terminal House, 52 Grosvenor Gardens, Victoria, London SWIW
OAU, are now under way with their programme of visits to well-known fields of conflict. By the time
you read this their 8-day tour of the battlefields of Verdun, the Somme, Cambrai and Vimy Ridge will
have concluded and those who attended will probably have learnt from Major Kenneth Macksey M.C., R.T.R.,
of the stirring events that took place on these fields. Intending to be on the Somme at 7.20 a.m. on
the 1st July exactly sixty years to the day when the attack took place, the party were to visit battle
fields of the Franco-Prussian War but mainly World War I. Then in June there^was a 2-day tour of
Waterloo with author David Howarth as guest lecturer and there is to be a 2-day tour of Arnhem on
Saturday the 18th September with guest lecturer Major-General A. Farrar-Hockley. David Chandler has
told me of his recent trip with these Battlefield Tours of the Peninsular War fields of Spain and it
would seem that there are some most interesting visits to be made although, in these days of economic
hardship and the falling pound, they may not be within the reach of every wargamer's pocket. However,
if they are then such ventures are strongly recommended because to see a battlefield with a knowledge
able lecturer explaining it to you turns peaceful fields into historical sites in a manner that is far
beyond ones personal ability.

BOOK REVIEW Continued from Page

In the March issue of Wargamer's Newsletter I reviewed PANZER COLOURS - Camouflage of the German
Panzer Forces, 1939-45 by Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy, illustrated by Don Greer - a Squadron/Signal
Publication in soft cover. This same book has now been published in a much more elaborate form with
hard covers, by Arms and Armour Press at £4.50p, with numerous coloured plates. It can be recommended
as an absolutely essential piece of documentation for wargamers fighting in the World War II period -
not only is its information invaluable but also its photographs are both stimulating and informative
as they trace the armoured history of World War II from the German viewpoint.



TALKiNG WARGAMING

THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR 1870-1871

This was the third of the wars which Bismarck fought
to forge a German Empire. Napoleon III was deliberately
provoked to make war. But the French had no proper mobili
sation scheme, far less a coherent strategic plan and their
renowned regular army met with nothing but disaster.
Wissenbourg, Worth, Spicheren, Colombey, Mars-la-Tour and
Gravelotte; everywhere the Prussians were successful. With
in six weeks of the declaration of war (15 July 1870)
80,000 men had surrendered at Sedan and the second Empire
had fallen. The third Republic fought on under Leon
Gambetta. Paris was invested and held out from 20 September
until 28 January 1871. At Metz, Marshal Bazaine and 170,000
men had surrendered on 27 October. On 18 January King
Wilhelm I was proclaimed Emperor of Germany in the Hall of
Mirrors at Versailles.

1,

In this war Prussian infantry fought in three ranks,
with Schutzen or picked marksmen in the rear rank. They wore dark blue tunics, grey trousers with a
red stripe tucked into high black Jackboots, and a pickelhaube (spiked helmet) of black leather with a
brass badge at the front; white belts and large brown calfskin 'knapsacks shaped to the back. They
were well served by Jagers — rifle units who wore dark green. Prussian cavalry were formed in heavy
and light squadrons, the heavies wore cuirasses of steel}, sixteen men in each squadron had breech-
loading carbines and the rest were armed with pistols. All cavalry had the regulation cavalry sword
and the light cavalry (Uhlans) were armed with lances and pistols. In the later stages of the war the
Prussians were often harassed by armed civilians (franc—tireurs) who carried on a ruthless guerilla
warfare, being most rigorously handled when captured.

The French infantry wore long blue greatcoats, blue tunics, baggy red trousers with white gaiters
and a blue kepi. On their backs they carried vast amounts of personal equipment, the pack being en
circled by their rolled up blankets and often surmounted by cooking utensils towering higher than the
soldiers head. Colonial troops from North Africa - Zouaves, Turcos and the Foreign Legion were brought
in to aid

ooOoo

War on land destroys, in general, more men than war at sea; it is more perilous. The sailor in a
squadron fights but once in a campaign; the soldier fights always. The sailor, whatever may be the
dangers and hardships of his element, has less to endure than the soldier.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo-—

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by John Cook

I would be very grateful if any reader could supply information regarding the colours and standards
carried by the German States of the Confederation of the Rhine, during the Napoleonic period. Alterna
tively, suggest suitable reading or put me in touch with someone who can supply the details. I am
particularly interested to obtain details of those flags used by Bavaria, Saxony, Wurtemburg and Hesse
Darmstadt.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH:

Those small metal "perpetual" calendars (that flick over to show a new number for the day of the
month) can be utilised to keep check of the number of moves that have ensued during a wargame - being
turned over at the beginning of each move.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

How did saluting originate in the British Army?
Where are Peninsular Barracks and what unit occupies them?
Who commanded the,British force at Aliwal and what was the date?
What battle took place on 26th August 13A6?
Name Marlborough's k major battles.
Where did Lieut's Chard and Bromhead win their V.C's?

ANSWERS ON PAGE

ooOoo
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Must List
Having spent the week in Frank Hinchliffe's company tramping round the battlefields of World War

I in France and Flanders, besides interviewing him for a future article in Military Modelling, I re
turned home to find that his energetic staff had occupied the time during his absence by packing up a
large parcel of samples and sending it for review in Wargamer's Newsletter. The manner in which
HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED and MINIATURE FIGURINES turn out figures is beginning to remind me of the
naval arms-race between Britain and Germany that filled the years immediately prior to World War I!
Each turns out an incredible number of new items every month, all are of an extremely high standard
and, in the case of Hinchliffe Models Limited, include an amazing variety of scales. As this magazine
caters primarily for wargamers, let us first describe the latest Hinchliffe 25mm figures. Of course,
they are all good but I am particularly attracted to the English Civil War mortar wagon with four
oxen and a driver which sells at £1.44p - these equipment groups add a lot of colour to ones wargame
armies and I freely confess that it is my intention to muck about with this particular set until I
have transformed them into an ox wagon to accompany my Colonial columns in the Zulu War of 1879. There
are four fine English Civil War infantry - two musketeers and two pikemen which I did not feel were in
the same class as the three cavalry for the same period, nor do they appear to be in the same scale or
else the cavalry are too large. Regardless of whether or not that is the case I found these cavalry
figures - a carabinier and heavy and medium cavalry with pistols - to be really striking figures. On
the subject of cavalrymen also included is a trumpeter of Baylor's Dragoons prominent in the American
War of Independence - this is one of the "all-in-one" cavalry figures that Hinchliffe's are now turn
ing out and I found it most attractive. I have never really been in favour of these separate riders
and horses, perhaps because adhesives never seem to do for me what they do for other people and I get
a little weary of picking figures off the waigames table only to find I have a rider in my hand while
his horse remains behind! There are two new American War of Independence foot figures - a Continental
infantryman in a hunting shirt which should paint up beautifully and a most striking British infantry
man in campaign dress in a charging position. I found these two figures very pleasing which leads to
the question of whether a reviewer finds greater favour in figures of periods in which he is interested
than looking at - as in this case - the next group of seven Ancient figures. I do not know much about
Ancients and I must confess that the Ancient Greeks - a hoplite light peltast, Iphicratean hoplite and a
hypaspist did not really do much to me although I thought the two Roman legionaries with sword and pila
were pleasing figures but the centurion again, did not do much for me. I hasten to assure Ancient fans
that I am not knocking at their choice and wonder whether this matter of reviewing figures outside ones
sphere of interest is a pertinent point which might account for some of the outlandish reviews of
figures one sees in club magazines.

The Italian sculptor Julian Benassi continues to produce fine 75mm figures for Hinchliffe Models
and before me I have a most impressive trooper of Cuirassiers 1815 which, although designated a member
of the 9th Cuirassiers, the model can be painted from instructions given as any one of the twelve
regiments of Cuirassiers that took part in the Waterloo Campaign. Caught at the moment of halt with
the right hand raised in signal, this trooper is a real old soldier and I imagine when assembled and
painted will be a work of art. I have mentioned before in these pages that the excellence of the
larger scale figures now available is possibly instituting a new art form and if there are;.any^skilled
modellers around who fancy buying this figure at £5.S3p, painting it and putting it in a small case
then I imagine that there are quite of lot of monied people (particularly tourists enjoying our favour
able rate of exchange) who might be prepared to pay anything up to £50 for it as an impulse-buy in an
antique shop or in a large store such as Harrod's of Knightsbridge. The other Benassi figure is an
officer of the Sardinian infantry regiment Savoyen 1803—fi. This is one of the lesser known regiments
that were raised during the Napoleonic Wars as representative of those Sardinian units which fought
alongside the Austrians in the early Italian campaigns. Unique in its type and period, this elegantly
posed figure should interest model-makers at £2.50p.

And what are the other figure manufacturers doing? Gracing the inside front cover as always, the
MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED advert indicates that Peter Manning (and others?) designers of their I5mm
range have been working overtime because there are no less tlian EIGHTY-TWO additions to the range! And
I have no- doubt whatsoever they have also been turning out almost as many 25mm figures!

WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES are similarly beavering away and, in addition to three new 5'unm Benassi
figures (all Ancient subjects and already reviewed in these pages) they have a new range of 25mm
Persians - cavalry and infantry and in all the usual types required by the demanding Ancient wargamer.
From TRADITION come the second in a series of speciality diorama figures created by Alan Caton which,
although available separately in unpainted and easy to assemble kits, make up into a diorama of French
soldiers wearing various captured items of clothing, enjoying a little off-duty relaxation with one of
the local inhabitants. Take a look at the Tradition advert elsewhere in this magazine which tells the
story far better than words.

ROSE MINIATURES maintain their well-known high standard of 5'imm figures with a fine new set of
British Coldstream Guards of Marlborough's Wars; three figures specially produced to commemorate the
bicentenary of the American Revolution and eight figures : of that fascinating and much neglected war-
gaming period - the French in Egypt.

In the May "Must List" I mentioned some :: new,; ; 1:32nd scale Samurai figures and suggested that
they were made by Tamiya. My correspondent has written again mentioning that his figures were by
another manufacturer, they come in packs of 4 foot or I cavalryman plus an infantryman. Unfortunately
he does not state the name of the manufacturer but I imagine that they are also Japanese; he goes on
to say that the TAMIYA range is a new and different style.

The naval wargamer has much to thank NAVWAR PEIODUCTIONS LIMITED for - their catalogue lists model
ships in 1:3000 scale seemingly covering all periods from the end of the 19th century to the conclusion-



o'f World War II with an Impressive range of vessels belonging to Great Britain, Germany, Russia,
France, Japan, Austria-Hungary, U.S.A. and Italy. Then there are "White Ensign" 1:200 scale cast
metal waterline figures and in the same scale "Marine Models" "Red Ensign" and Leicester Micro
Models. NAVWAR themselves put out current 1:1200 scale range of Napoleonic warship models in resin;
American Sivil War vessels and also stock in 1:1200 scale GHQ Micro-Nauts and in 1:2400 scale metal
models by STARCAST and "C in C Micro-fleet". Recently they have revised their Navwar Naval Bargames
Rules for the Napoleonic War 1793-1815 by by B.L.T.Edwards and W.E.McKenzie which sell at 75p and,
although I have not played with them, seem to be most thorough. They deal with individual ship
characteristics, weather, movement under sail and oars, towing, mooring and anchoring, firing, board
ing, prize crews, ship definitions, colour schemes, Napoleonic Warship types and a good bibliography.
Perhaps because of the Nelsonian tradition fostered by Hornblower and other redoubtable fictional
naval characters, there seems to be something about Napoleonic naval wargaming which is truly attrac
tive - I must chase Ron Miles (my nearest acquaintance with Napoleonic ship) to set something up!

Recently Eric Knowles, the genial proprietor of NEW MODEL ARMIES, proudly presented me with the
first two of a series of booklets published by the Napoleonic Association. At 45p each they seem to
be a good buy, covering as they do the more obscure aspects of Napoleonic armies and formations.
Those I have seen are PRUSSIAN RESERVE INFANTRY I8I3-1815 by Robert Mantle and AUSTRIAN REGULAR
INFANTRY 1806-15 by Mike Embree. Both are illustrated and cover every item of clothing and equipment
down to the last detail. It is very commendable that an organisation such as the Napoleonic Associa
tion feels that part of its role is to provide such valuable publications.

I could be really catty and say from the sublime to the ridiculous because not only am I quite
uncertain as to the correct place to mention the next item but I find it extremely difficult to
understand although undoubtedly it is printed in English! I am referring to a new litho'd eight page
A4 size magazine NEWS FROM BREE 18 which its editor claims is "A quadraphonic production by Hartley
Patterson of 'Finches', 7 Cambridge Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 IHW, U.K. and sells at 20p a copy
in Europe and 30p or 60 cents elsewhere." Undoubtedly if you are keyed-in to the topical "fantasy"
craze then you will probably love this but if you cannot speak Tolkienese and find all these mythical
people and situations as irritating as the breezy style of writing then I suggest you forget all
about it. However, far be it 'for me to decry and deprecate something that is completely outside my
taste - it seems to be a well printed and well organised magazine which has run to 18 issues and
which undoubtedly is most absorbing reading to the initiated.

HAMILTON MARRIOTT who advertise in this magazine can now supply a fine range of figures designed
by the famous Charles C. Stadden and cast in the finest grade of English pewter. The latest I have
seen photographed is the Pipe Major of the 2nd Bn Scots Guards 1937 but also available are display
and presentation pieces all in 80mm scale as follows - Grenadier Guard 1735; Scots Guard 1828;
Parachute Regiment 1974; Coldstream Guard 1815; Grenadier, La Guarde Imperiale 1809; Hussar, La
Guarde Imperiale 1810; American Continental Line in Winter dress 1776; Grenadier of the Coldstream
Guards 1776; Officer, Queens Regiment 1680; Queens Regiment, internal security dress 1974; Private,
3rd New Jersey Regiment (Jersey Blue) 1777; Sgt. 31st Regiment Footguard (East Surrey) 1840; Grenadier
Guard 1829; Chasseur, La 'Garde Imperiale 1809 and British Infantry private 1775.

Have you noticed in the fastest SKYTREX advert that they have large stocks of Strategy and Tactics
games and can offer discount prices together with their usual fast service? Most of these games sell
at £3.95p each and seem to cover just about every conflict since the beginnings of Time. I suggest
you hastily turn to the front of this magazine and study the advert.

PHOENIX MODEL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED have a new range of 1:32nd scale accessories which include -
parts of'a Polish Lancer; four different foods on dishes; two dogs; parts from a French Grenadier 1815;
candles and a stand; and four different heads (18/I9th century). The Individual Skirmish wargamer who
is building up 54mm figures will probably find these of great value.

GREENWOOD AND BALL LIMITED have put out some new Garrison 25mm figures with cavalry at 20p and
foot figures at 9p. They are - a mounted Knight with standard; mounted Knight with small banner;
mounted man-at-arms; mounted crossbowman; mounted Knight with sword; foot Knight with poleaxe and
foot soldier with halberd.

From MICRO MOLD come some new 1:72nd scale Bellona range vacuum-formed wargames terrain features
which include a ruined house; gabions,emplacements and a large farm set. All crisply moulded in
neutral brown plastic sheet they are most effective when painted or touched-up and the farm set includes
lots of separate features such as fallen trees, a well, a pig-sty, a ruined barn, water trough which
can be dotted around a wargames table to add increased realism. Then they have their Micro Armour
range of terrain in 1:300th or 285 scale - this time it is a ravine and a river which can be used in
conjunction with the already available road and river sections.

MAINLY MILITARY have been appointed distributors for the Modern Battle Ground (MBG) range of high
definition resin cast wargames and diorama accessories. Moulded in a glass fibre resin these accessor
ies are available in a variety of types and periods including those in 1:76th scale for World War II,
Napoleonic and Ancient periods together with some in 30mm scale and 1:300 scale. The World War II
subjects include an observation post, a Nebelwerfer position, a removable roof pillbox and a ruined
cottage; in the Napoleonic range there are big and small artillery positions and a derelict farmhouse
while the Ancient and Mediaeval range includes positions for catapult and ballista. MAINLY MILITARY
Project 300 includes Eastern buildings plus a farm and a radar station. They can also supply 1:300
scale white metal aircraft models complete with a base and an altitude wire. A price list can be
supplied for a S.E.A. to Mainly Military, 103 Walsall Road, Lichfield, Staffs.

Earlier in this feature the 25mm Ancient range of GREENWOOD AND BALL was mentioned - if you turn
over a few pages and look at the half-page advert for the HARROW MODEL SHOP of 31 St. Ann's Road,
Harrow, Middlesex, you will find a much fuller list of^Sj^ek, Roman Empire and Republic, Carthaginian,
Assyrian and Persian figures.

PETER LAING that happy figure designer who ambles along in his own inimitable style, away from



all the strife, stress and wrangling of the commercial world, has some new additions to his 15mm
range of metal wargames figures. This time they are Byzantine, Goth/Vandal and Sassanid figures -
I will not repeat them here hut have a look at his advert in these pages.

NEW HOPE DESIGN arc the English agents for GHQ Micio-Armour - the origiiuil 1:285 scale models
that are so hrilliant that, when photographed and hlown-up, one could almost mistake them for a
large made-up plastic kit. Their small hut increasing range of wargames figures has not received
the attention it deserves - these are simply superh figures although perhaps handicapped by having
to have heads and weapons, glued on. Take a look at tlie detail on them and see if you can ever re
member seeing a better wargames horse!

Earlier on 1 talked of items available from MICRO MOLD - they can also supply some fine ARMTEC
1:76 scale accessories such as German machine guns, etc., and also some vacuum formed conversions for
modifying the same scale Airfix kits - one is a cast hull and san(jl shield for the M3A1 Lee and another
cast hull and sand shields for the M'lAl Sherman. Their items in^li^B scale and in 1:35 scale you can
obtain German machine guns, mortars, bren guns and Boys anti-tank'rifle.

It is possible tliat this issue will contain an advert of HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES, 36 Kennington
Road, London SEl, U.K. Whether it does or not I would still like to mention their Heroics 1:300
scale fitvires in packs of 50 infantry or 20.cavalr'y at 60p a set. They do the most marvellous
miniature figures in tlie Napoleonic period including Russian, Austrian, Spanish, Bavarian, Polish,
British, etc., etc. MaJiy of these minute figuies have the details shown on some 25mm models and not
only is tlie price attractive but thinii how your battles can become larger with them! The same firm
puts out fine Micro-Armoured Fighting Vehicles and figures to go with tliem and all-in-all seem to be
a very enteiprIsing bunch wlio deseive eveiy encoui'agement.

Through my lettei--box tliis morning dropped an envelope containing a letter heading TABLETOP
WARFARE wliicli seems to have as Directors a wliole liost of old friends of mine - Tony Bath, Peter
Manning, Ron Miles and Neville Dickinson. Operating from 11 King Edward Avenue, Shirley, Southampton
S02 'iDF - Tony Bath's place of residence wiiere I played ray very first wargame - tliis seems to be an
organisation to produce wargcuiies rules in various periods and promised are sets of rules for Ancient
warfare and two distinct periods; Mediaeval warfare In three periods; Horse and Musket warfare in six
periods ranging from 1500 to Colonial and 1875; Modern warfare; Futuristic warfare and Fantasy war.
Enclosed with the letter was tlie fii'st of these series a set of rules for Ancient Wargaming 300 B.C.
to 500 A.D. entitled PELTAST AND PILA and, as Tony Bath says in his letter I should know the rules
well because they are those wlilch lie and I fought to for so many years and which give a very reason
able game although perhaps slightly dependent on the vagaries of the dice. There is no price given
for them but I should not think they ai'e beyond the purse of the average wargamer. I am surprised
that such a lively looking organisation has managed to come Into being within a few hundred yards of
my home, set up by a lot of old mates without tlie slightest hints of it coming my way - as there can
be no possible ulterior motive foi- this 1 can only suggest that our lines of communication aren't
what they were!

I knew the month would not pass without MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED sending me along samples of
their latest production and this month there came a fine and highly stimulating collection of Norman
and Saxon infantry. Ever since 1 spent a wearying Summer of 1966 dashing backwards and forwards to
Has tings,recreating on a huge model, the 1{)66 battle for which I wrote a highly emotive commentary,
I have had a very soft spot for Harold and his Saxons. I know of no one who wargames in this period
alihougli it liolds much colour and promise. No longer' is there any excuse for the omission because
the Miniature Figurines collection covers Just about all that is required to most adequately cope with
this period. Perhaps the actual Battle of Hastings itself does not make for particularly good war-
gaming but there is immense scope for a post-Conquest England, lieavily wooded and becoming increasing
ly dotted with Norman keeps - the Saxon army, al tliougli still in being, is on the run but frequently
harasses and engages the Normans in small-scale conflicts. Here is the nucleus for some interesting
semi-ancient wargaming using relatively' small numbers of figures - and these figures are good enougii
to be extremely tempting. The range also' includes some Vikings wiiich opens up another vista! I
cannot quite understand why some of the mounted figures have tlieir shields and spears separate,
although cast in one jiiece - notliiiig irritates me moi'o tnan having to glue bits onto figui'es but per
haps my fellow wai'gamors have more piit.fence tlian I! The full range is as follows - Norman and Saxon
Infantry - Norman Heavy spearman; Norman Ilcuny archer; Norman Light spearman; Norman Light archer;
Norman crossbowman; Norman Heavy swoi'dsman; Noi'iiian Heavy niaceman; Saxon Chieftain; Saxon Fyrd spearman;
Saxon Fyrd archer; Saxon Fyrd slinger; Saxon Fyrd clubman; Saxon Fyid axeman; Saxon Huscarl; Saxon
Standard Bearer; Viking Huscarl; Viking Bandl; Viking ai'cher; Viking Berserk; Viking Ulfhednar; Norman
Heavy swordsman at rest; Saxon Fyrd sjieaiman at rest. Noiman Cavalry - Norman Knight with spear;
Norman Knight with sword; Norman Knight standai'd bearer; Norman Knight charging; Norman Knight with
mace and Norman Knight ehargiiig. Poisonalities — King Harold and William the Conqueror.

From S.A.T.S. Publications, P.O.Box 956, Santa Ana, Ca. 92706, U.S.A., I have received a descrip
tive price list of SUPER TANK I - which they claim to be "the largest Modern tactical game ever
created". One interesting facet of this game appears to be that its large 5A" x 3'i" map board bearing,,
one inch hexagons allows the use of 1:285 scale tank miniatui'es instead of counters — thus in a way
bridging the gap between board and figure wargames. Tliis game would seem to be of sufficient interest
to quote verbatim from their leaflet - "Every inajoi' AFV of the Second World War - over 960 vehicle
counters - manoeuvre and fight ovei' a huge 3'i x 59 map of lealistically detailed urban and rural
terrain. Basic SUPER TANK is a continuation of SPI's popular TANK game, with many new and expanded
rules and additional German, Italian, Japanese, French, Russian, British and American vehicles repres
ented on colourful silhouette counters packed with information in a loadable, standard format. Special
vehicles like the mine-clearing Sheiman Crab and Matilda Baron, tiie mighty rocket-firing Sturm Tiger
and tlie bizarre Soviet Heavy T35 (with FIVE turrets!) apjiear alongside the familiar Panthers, Shermans,
Stalins and Churcliills. Basic SUPER TANK cannot be played witliout first purchasing SPI's TANK game.
Advanced SUPER TANK introduces a playable and realistic squad-level infantiy game, providing for
virtually any small—unit action of W.W.II, from Polish cavalry charges in '59 to American Engineers
assaulting the bunkers of Okinawa in '95. On realisticaliy contoured hills and inti'icately detailed
city streets, the "poor bloody infantry" comes alive, with Rifle, SMG and "Sliock Rifle" squads.



Snipers, Engineers, Machine guns. Mortars and Howitzers. There are special rules for H.Q's, artillery
forward observers. Aerial homhing, strafing and rocket attacks, elite and poor units, and flak guns.
To help in creating those historically accurate scenarios, an Infantry Battalion Organisation Table
is provided, with squad-by-squad breakdowns of Battalion, Company and Platoon composition for every
major combatant power. Two sheets of 224 die-cut infantry counters (in green and Khaki) also contain
generous numbers of light, medium and heavy A.T. guns, boats, horses, wagons, motorcycles. Jeeps,
trucks, rocket launchers, pillboxes, roadblocks and improved positions markers. Markers are also
provided for wrecks, track hits (which immobilize a vehicle), gun hits (which disable a vehicle with
out destroying it), rubbled buildings, disruption, and hexes "on fire". The product of over two
years of research and development, SUPER TANK 1 is truly the most complete, realistic and playable
armour-antitank-infantry tactical game available. Published by special arrangement with the creators
of the original TANK game (copyrights reserved by Simulations Publications, Inc.) SUPER TANK 1 is
available for only fifteen dollars (J^15) exclusively from SATS."

Apparently a French manufacturer has devisei/oi wood and artificial stone that can be pieced
together to make ruins and backdrops for wargames and dioramas - presumably in 54mm scale. Dr. Jack
D. Batson of Georgetowne Village Apts., Apt. A-6, Milledgeville, Georgia 31061, U.S.A., saw an
illustration and note of this in the Atlanta (Georgia) Journal on May 5th 1976, and urgently wishes
to know the name of the French manufacturer - can anyone help?

GHQ, 2634 Bryant Avenue S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55408, U.S.A., who created the original 1:285
scale Micro Armour for wargaming, announce that they are currently supplying new modern Micro Armour
to the United States Army. They have produced 14 authentic scale miniatures of the latest American
and Soviet tanks and armoured personnel carriers and ..arge numbers of these cast-metal models have
already been delivered to the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas. The 14 vehicles include the American M60 A1 and m60 A2 main battle tanks, the M113 armoured
personnel carrier and the M125 and MIO6 mortar carriers (bearing the 6lmm mortar and 4.2" mortar
respectively). Then there is the M113 with TOW anti-tank missile, plus a selection of 1:285 scale
modern U.S. infantrymen. The Soviet vehicles now being supplied include the sleek T62 main battle
tank and the PT 76 light amphibious tank; two Sagger anti-tank missile carriers, the BRDMl and BRDM2;
^P and BTR5OPK armoured personnel carriers; the highly effective ZSU23/4 and ZSU57/2 multi-barreled
self-propelled anti-aircraft gun systems; and a selection of Soviet infantrymen in the correctly
matching scale. GHQ announce that this new range of new modern Micro Armour will be released to the
public in the very near future.

Just in time to include are the latest LAMMING figures of which 1 imagine he is justly proud as
they strike me as being among the best Bill Lamming has produced. There is a nice group of Romans -
a fine sturdy legionary with separate shield and pila, a centurion and an auxiliary - all three are
really good and will look wonderful painted up. Then there is an Eastern archer and a slinger - both
ably fulfilling one of Lamming's strong points, that of facial characteristics. Have a look at the
real "period" face of the slinger to see what 1 mean. Then there are two 13th century knights with
separate shields, weapons and, in one case, helmets. Both are well done and, particularly in one
case, the barded horse seems to be in a most typical posture.

At Verdun in France there is a fine new modern museum packed with artillery, vehicles, weapons,
etc., of World War 1. Among its many features is a large expanse of reconstructed battlefield, com
plete with all the litter of war such as barbed wire, shell holes, bodies, etc., etc., - it is most
realistic and brings a chill to the spine. There are cases of life-size models wearing uniforms of
the period and a very fine shop at the entrance sells (at a pricel) hosts of books, coloured post
cards, transparencies, etc. 1 bought a fine set of slides showing many items from the museum and
also the main features of the Verdun battlefields. Also 1 purchased a set of seven World War 1
French infantrymen - plastic 54mm (in a basic grey rather after the style of those figures they used
to give away on the Continent with Mokka coffee). They sell at 2 francs each (reasonable with the
franc at 8.32 to the £) and the full range is - a French cyclist with collapsible bicyle on his back,
a bearded French reservist (in clogs) from the rear areas, a Marine Fusilier, a Senegalese, a Foreign
Legionaire in steel helmet, a drummer in kepi and greatcoat and a crouching figure called (marked on
the base) le cuistot - the man who brings up the canteen of soup and the loaves of bread, often under
shell-fire. Painted up 1 imagine they will be quite good and recommend them for anybody interested
in some unusual figures in this period.

SToi® PRESS! Just received from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED are three beautiful items - Egyptian
Line Chariot; Egyptian Pharoahs Chariot (including Royal Standard Bearer) and a Hittite Chariot -
the first and last at £1.08p and the other one at £1.21p. My son, wlio has developed into the
Ancients expert in this household, is drooling over them and has wide ranging ideas for re-fighting
Kadesh with forces which, at a conservative estimate include about £80 worth of chariots! Seemingly
derived from the excellent coloured plates in WARRIORS AND WEAPONS OF EARLY TIMES by Niels M.
Saxtorph (Blandford Press) these models are little masterpieces of design and execution. When
assembled and painted as per the colour plates in this book, they will look quite superb - particu
larly if you can mass £80 worth!

THE STEVE CURTIS MEMORIAL FUND

"A belated, but I hope acceptable donation towards the Sieve Curtis Memorial Trophy. 1 had meant
to send this much earlier but find that with more and more to be done 1 tend to forget unless 1 make
notes each time.

Please accept this as a sincere expression of our feelings - his was a great spirit and will
always be remembered with affection and admiration."

Bob O'Brien - Wargames Research Group

The £10 cheque that Bob enclosed has been forwarded to Mike Blake, to be used in providing
replica's for future National Skirmish Wargames Championships.
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Long Haired

Steve Curtis
1874

Looking back through back numbers of the

Newsletter it is many months since any

thing appeared under this by-line. Do we

hear sighs of rel ief? Hopefully not, be

cause we intend re-establishing this as a

regular feature again. Most of you wil l

know of Steve Curtis's death in August 1975,

and wil l understand that it caught the other

two of us completely unprepared. Since then

we have had to make arrangements to allow

the sale of rules (which was al l handled

completely by Steve) to continue as outlined
by Ian in a recent issue, and with the

business pieces picked up, we can now tackle

the other aspects which have been neglected

without Steve's co-ordinating role - and

first and most important are these articles

for the Newsletter.

\  A or /

\

This month we'd l ike to devote the space to reproducing in full a letter from

Robert W Munson, Curator of the Bisbee Mining and Historical Museum,

Bisbee, Arizona, USA. This was sent to Steve, and passed on to us by his
father, and maked very interesting reading.

"Dear Mr. Curtis,

We recently obtained a set of your Old West Skirmish Wargame Rules here in
Bisbee and wanted to let you know our reaction. Our first action after familiar
izing ourselves with the rules was to recreate the Bisbee Massacre of December
8, 1883. Interestingly enough the results proved to be exactly the same as in the
actual event. The five bandits held up the Goldwater & Castenada Store. As

they were leaving they were confronted by a deputy sherrif who they preceded to
shoot three times. In the ensuing shootout three more men and a pregnant woman
were also shot and killed. The outlaws escaped. In the original action only one
outlaw was sl ightly wounded, in our version two were wounded. In the real
action it took posses two months to track down the outlaws and the chase went
into Mexico, New Mexico & Texas as wel l as Arizona. They were taken to the
county seat at Tombstone, 25 miles from Bisbee, tried and convicted. They
provided Tombstone with the only mass hanging it ever had. The brains of the
operation was given a life sentence as he hadn't been involved in the actual
shooting. An irate mob from Bisbee borrowed a rope from the Goldwater &
Castenada Store, went to Tombstone and lynched him from a telegraph pole.

We were most interested in your mythical county and a group

here is doing the same sort of thing. In the USA each state has been mapped by
the US Geodetic Survey using 7.5 minute topographic maps which cover an area
roughly 15 by 17 miles. Each of these maps is named for the most prominent
feature within it's boundaries. We had our wives pick the six most interesting

sounding map names from the map list and then fitted these six maps together
to give us a map of the county's topographic features (we ignore all modern
features such as towns, railroads, airstrips etc). We had to do a l ittle re
working in order to make them match up but it has provided us with a detailed.



f naturally real istic, large piece of territory within which to create
our history. Incidentally we are using your rules to fight actions
between Indians prior to the coming of the Whiteman. The
county was originally inhabited by Pueblo peoples such as at
Hovemweep, Mesa Verde and Perry Mesa with their fortified
cl iff dwellings and towers, Apaches moved into the mountains
in the west part of the county, and plains Indians (two
different tribes) contest over the flat eastern half of the area.

Its most interesting to see how the early Indian cl iff forts stand
up to attack by people without fire arms. There are steamboats
of the Colorado River variety on a smal l stretch of navigable river
which intrudes into one smal l section of the county and we even

have a gunboat on the river which corresponds to the US Navy' s
river gunboat RIO BRAVO with its howitzer of the 1870's One of our members is
a former navy man who can't bear to be entirely on land and who keeps threaten
ing to launch a Oonfederate raid to capture one of the river steamers, commission
it into the Oonfederate Navy and thereby win the county for the southern cause.

As you can see by the foregoing rambling your rules have developed quite an
enthusiasm in us. I must confess however, personally my greatest love is still
Medieval Europe and as a member of a local Medieval group I stil l enjoy bang
ing away at my fellow members with sword (blunted of course) and shield with
sixty pounds of armour on my back. The grass if always greener on the other side
of the fence as the old cliche goes. I should have been a conquistador (and I
plan to enter that era into our county's history someday). Sorry to have
burdened you with al l this from a complete stranger, hope al l goes wel l for Pima
County, New Mexico. By the way, our county is Dona Ana County, New Mexico
Territory.

We obtained our rules through Skybooks. My wife, who is a
frustrated Old West madam at heart, has taken an active J ̂
interest in sime of our games and has quite a reputation
since the game in which as a soiled dove armed with nothing
but a derringer, a knife and a straight razor she wiped out four
rough-housing miners. Since that night she has been known as
the Brewery Gulch Spinster. As another note of real history, ^ m
Bisbee's first justice of the peace never went armed with any-
thing more than a hickory ax handle on his rounds and no one
ever successfully called his bluff. "

This one really took our fancy, with our rules being used to re-fight an incident
from the Real Old West in the town it had all originally happened in! We have
written to Robert Munson and asked him to keep us in the picture with further
developments in Dona Ana Co., New Mexico, because the set up sounds I ike
it could produce some interesting games.

Meanwhile if there are any other SW enthusiasts out there who would l ike to tel l
us what they are up to, we'd be glad to hear from you - write to us at
24 Mil l Road, Gillingham, Kent MET IHN.

Till next month,

Adios amigos! (as LH would have said)



j  A WARGAMING COMPETITION

Older subscribers will remember with nostalgia and affection that perhaps the most notable
articles ever to appear in Wargamer's Newsletter were a series entitled "AT THE COLONEL'S TABLE",
Unfortunately there has never been a repeat of them because Don Houghton, who is a professional
writer of T.V. and film scripts, books, etc., has never had the time to do so and I, respecting
his professionalism, have never pressed the point. Now Don has gone into writing fiction and the
first of three books to be published by Hutchinsons has appeared — it is a paperback copy put out
by Arrow Books Limited (an imprint of the Hutchinson Publishing Group) entitled BLOOD BRIGADE,
dealing with the aftermath of the fall of Singapore and the adventures of a group of tough and
desperate men who continue to resist the Japanese conquerors. This book will be reviewed fully in
next month's Newsletter but in the meantime it can be mentioned that in it are three "set piece"
Wargame Skirmishes - The Battle of Pulau Hantu, the Battle of Tokai and the Battle of Gurun, with
Orders of Battle, etc., all in detail. Don Hougliton who is hijsself a wargamer, feels that wargamers
might care to fight out these battles and submit reports to Wargamer's Newsletter for publication —
the best to receive a £10 prize which is donated by Don Houghton himself.

The book BLOOD BRIGADE costs 65p and can be obtained at most book shops.

These three skirmish projects really allow for great deal of wargaming scope and interest - in
fact, the attack on the Tokai warehouse could have been written with this in mind! As Don Houghton
is a very active and stimulating wargamer I am quite prepared to accept that his mind works in this
manner. The 1:32nd scale Airfix Japanese infantry are tailor-made for the role while some of the
Australian figures can be utilised without alteration whilst others can be converted to represent
our heroes of the Blood Brigade. Recalling how Mike Blake and Ian Colwill converted Airfix foot
ballers into Wild West canteen girls, 1 offer this as a suggestion for some of the female characters
tagging along with the Brigade (of course, this was in the days before the Sex Discrimination Act).

weie used on occasions to deal with special conditions.

Swiss pikemen lasted from Morgarten 1315 until the Battle of Barletta in
•  . ine Swiss attitude towai'ds strategy and new concepts of war was rather contemptuous and they

^  other nations had studied carefully ho;v the Swiss pikemen could he defeated and twomethods were successfully tried. The first used a combination of cavairy and artillery. The cavalry
loiced the Swiss to halt and form square by threatening to charge while the artillery tore the Swiss
formations apart. The other method was a reversion to the old Roman legion tactics against the Greek
phalanx, but this time the Spanish sword and buckler men broke into the Swiss pikemen to defeat them.

The revived use of fortified positions provided obstacles to the Swiss charge. Their gallantrv
in maintaining their unsuccessful assaults in spite of heavy loss only accentuated the gravity of their
ueieciX'S •

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamei''s Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these pub
lications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without
personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p (^6.50)

NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p (j^l2.00)

ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p (^7.00)

WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - (^7.25)

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £^.45p (^9.50)

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11 1420-1783 - £3.75p (^8.00)

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £4.90p ($10.25)

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.50p ($7.25)

BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £3.20p ($7.00)

SOLO WARGAMES - £2.75p ($6.50)

WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p ($9e50)

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.IOp ($6.75)

SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p ($7.00)

POITIERS 1356 - £1.50p ($3.50)

AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - £1.65p ($3.75)

MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p ($7.15)

COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.50p ($11.75)

CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p ($8.00)

OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS 1895-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p ($3.75)



ROS FIGURES

and HEROICS FIGURES
Ros Figures and Heroics figures now combine to bring an unrivalled selection of micro-tanks, of 25mm wargame figures and
H eroics unique range of !/300th scale figures together with a really efficient mail order service. AII our figures are made of high
quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and proportion.

ROS WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
German
Panzer IIB
Panzer IIP
Panzer II Flame

Wespe
Ly.nx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer IIIM
Panzer IIIN
StuG IMG
Panzer IVD
Panzer IVF1
Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Pz 38 (t)
Warder III SdKfz 139
Warder III H

Hetzer

Panther D
Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger I I Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hancmag SdKtz 251/1N
Sd 251/10 -r 3.7 Pak

Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm'd Waultier Rocket L
Sd 250
Sd 250/9 A/C
B IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Waultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen {6p)
BWW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor
SdKfz 7 tractor
3.7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/36
Pak 38
Pak 40
Pak 43/41
Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 62 Pak 36 (r)
10.5cm howitzer
15cm howitzer
17cm howitzer

8.8 Flak
7.5cm G36 mountain gun
7,5cm infantry gun
15cm infantry gun
Nebelwerfer
Karl tracked mortar (15p)

USSR UK 6 pdr Weasel

T34/76B Tetrarch 17 pdr M4 H.S, tractor
T34/76D Honey 25 pdr Dodge Weapons Carrier
T34/85 Grant 2 pdr Italian

KV1 Sherman M4A1 5.5 in howitzer Ml 3/40

KV2 Firefly 7.2 in howitzer CV L6/40
SU85 Matilda Quad Semovente 75
SU 100 Valentine II . Bedford QL Semovente 47/32
T35 Valentine IxX Chevrolet 15 cwt 47/32 AT + crew
T28 Archer Chevrolet 3 ton

JS I I Bishop Scorpion Flail Railway Items
JS II I Churchill III USA German Armoured Loco
ISU 152 Churchill M3 Stuart (30p)
T-26B SBG Bridgelayer (lOp) M5 Stuart German Arm'd Wagon
BA-10 Churchill AVRE (lOp) M24 Chaffee with turreted 105mm and
BA-32 Churchill Crocodile (10p) M18 Hellcat 37mm AA (20p)
T-70 Churchill Arc (lOp) M4A3 Sherman Pz 38(t) on flat with ramp
BA-64 Ram Kangaroo M4A3E2 (15p)
GAZ-AAA A9 M4A3E8 Flat car for mine defence
GAZ-60 A10 M4A1 dozer (lOp)
JAG-12 A13 M10
GAZ-67 (6p) Crusader 1 M36 German Panzerdraisine
Katyusha on Studebaker Crusader III M26 Pershing rail patrol trolley
Katyusha on GAZ Cromwell M7B1 Priest
M42 45mm AT Comet M12 155mm Russian Arm'd Loco (30p)
M41 57mm AT Challenger M3 '/2-track Russian Arm'd wagon
M44 100mm AT Sherman Crab (lOp) T19 105mm with T-34 turrets (20p)
M39 76.2mrTi Sherman DD (lOp) M3 75mm GMC Russian flat car (lOp)
M37 122mm' howitzer Marmon Herrington Jeep (6p)
152mm howitzer Humber A/C LVT Buffalo Curved track (6p)
203mm tracked hoitzer Daimler S/c Greyhound MS Straight track (6p)
SU 76 Daimler A/C Studebaker IV: ton
SU-37-1 Universal Carrier 3in AT gun

75mm Pack howitzer

Rommel Personality
Komsomlets Sexton Set including
Stalinets Wasp flame thrower 105mm howitzer Rommel. Staff Officer
RT-7 ACV Dorchester 155mm Long Tom Dispatch riders and

ACV AEC M16 SPAA Half-track (25p)

Ros Micro-AFV's are all 9p except where marked.

HEROICS FIGURES
SECOND WORLD WAR

GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
BRl British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops

SRI Russian infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German OFS 230 Assault glider lOp
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch tank 35p

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
W2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantry Support Weapons.

Herioics l/300th scale figurines are ideal for wargaming. They are sturdy, highly detailed, take up little room, cost 1/10th the price of most 25mm figures, and can be painted
effectively in 1/20th the time. Try real wargaming today, send SAE for full lists of Ancient. ACW, Napoleonic, WW2 and Modern Period Figures. Watch out too for new ECW.
7 yrs war. AWI and other periods. Packs of 50 inf. 20 cav or 6 guns 60p.

=Rnir.<i MnnpRM pprioh ROS FIGURESHEROICS MODERN PERIOD
MICRO-TANKS
Soviet
T-70
T-62
T-55

T-55 dozer
T-55 mine-clearer
T-10W

PT-76
BMP 76PB

BTR-40P with swatter
BTR-60PB
BRDW-2
BRDW-2 with sagger
ASU-85
UAZ-469
BM-21 rocket launcher
ZSU-23-4
ZSU-57-2
D-30 122mm gun
152mm M-1955 how
M-55 100mm AT

Mil Wi-24 (hind) (I5p)
Sukhoi Su-7 (15p)
BTR-50
BMD Para APC
BM-14 RL

M60A2

M551 Sheridan
M113
W163 Vulcan
M114

W109
M72P CEV
Commando
XR311

Huey Cobra (I5p)
Skyhawk (15p)

French

AMX-30
AMX-13
AMX-13 + SS11
AWL H-90
EBR-75
AMX-30 155 how

AMX-10
AMX-30 with Roland

AMX-10 with HOT
Jeep with Entac
AMX -13 HOT

UK

Chieftain

Centurion
Centurion AVRE

FV 432
FV438 Swingfire
Abbot

Saladin
Saracen
Fox
Ferret

Ferret 2/6
Scorpion
Scimitar

Striker
Rapier
Jaguar (15p)
Spartan

German

Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder
Gepard
Jagdpanzer Rakete
Jagdpanzer Kandne

25mm budget series of whitemetal detailed wargame figures. 49p • 6p postage per
, pack of 10 infantry, 4 cavalry troopers and horses or one gun and five crew. Command
packs of standard, two drummers and two officers 29p 6p postage.

Ancient

Greek Hoplite
Successor Phalangite
Rhodian Slinger
Roman Legionary
Asiatic Archer
Roman Cavalry
Moorish Cavalry
Persian Immortals
Persian Foot Archers

Cataphracts

ACW

Union Infantry
Confederate Infantry

Napoleonic
French
Guard Grenadier
Gren Command Pack
Guard Engineers
Guard Lancers

Guard Chasseurs a Chev.

Guard Dragoons
Carabiniers
Guard Horse Artillery
Guard Foot Artillery
Line Grenadiers
Line Fusiliers
Line Command Pack

Line Chasseurs a Chev
Line Lancers

Hussars

Line Dragoons
Line Foot Artillery

Polish Infantry
Russian Grenadiers
Austrian Musketeers
Austrian Grenadiers
Austrian Jager

British

Inf. Belgic Shako

NEW RELEASES
M41 Walker Bulldog
M42 Duster

NATO infantry 60pper pack of 50 NATO Heavy weapons 60p paekof 50 Warsaw Pact Inf M60A1 Dozer
60p pack of 50 VVarsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons 60p pack of 50. Many other periods M113+ Recoilless Rifle
available send SAE for full lists. Jeep + Recoilless Rifle

Heroics Modern Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are 15p. MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered sl

Postage and Packing: UK 10% in £. Overseas airmail 40% in £ overseas seamall 20% in£. endeavour will be mad'
Europe 15% in £ £1 ̂  $2.07

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS. - We acce

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON

MAIL ORDER
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MORE ABOUT BRITISH INFANTRY BATTALIONS IN NAPOLEONIC WARS

John Cook

Regarding Graham Evans question ahout British battalions, of course the answer is that all the
quoted figures are correct!

The establishment for a British battalion of the period was indeed one of ten companies of about
100 men each. It must be remembered that during the course of a campaign, particularly that in the
Peninsular, casualties from enemy action and sickness meant that few if any battalions, ever fielded
anything like that figure. Most fielded companies of less than half strength, thus a typical British
battalion in Spain could be anything between 300 to 600 men, or less, or more. Is that clear!!

This state of affairs was exacerbated by the then current practise of allowing battalions on
campaign to dwindle away through attrition, whilst new recruits were formed into replacement battal
ions back in Great Britain. I believe that Wellington was particularly scathing about this practise
on more than one occasion.

It is of interest, that during the American Civil War, the Union also employed this method,
whilst the Confederacy sent new recruits to existing regiments and battalions. By employing the
latter method, according to one author anyway, the Confederacy maintained a pride and tradition with
in the unit. The Union, on the other hand, through dissolving units when they reached a strength
below combat effectiveness and distributing the remnants to units as they were formed from recruits,
lost this esprit de corps. The difference in elan and battlefield performance between Union and Con
federate forces has been attributed to this difference in recruiting methods.

Be that as it may, the idea of perfectly balanced wargame battalions and regiments, is not a
realistic one. Indeed when one gets involved in a campaign casualties will soon reduce the units to
differing strengths. Furthermore, picture the situation where a Prussian regiment for instance is
waiting for the French brigade commanded by General X, to come over the hill and wallop it. The
situation takes on a different hue when you consider that each of the six or so French battalions,
is at least 200 men less than the three Prussian ones and perhaps they have had casualties from pre
vious action, whilst the Prussian have yet to be in action. Perhaps the Prussians might just have
enough to see them off after all.

It is really a case of knowing your enemy which leads on to the question of intelligence. Al
though I have my own ideas about intelligence in the wargame, I cannot imagine them working outside
my own solo set up, except perhaps with an impartial umpire.

WARGAMING IN 1:300 SCALE

G.J.M.Cronin

It is about time I put pen to paper regarding my main love in life - 1:300th scale Napoleonics,
or 1 should say 6mm scale Heroic figures which are slightly bigger than the 5mm blocks produced by
Mini-figs.

1 do feel that many wargamers do not realise what they are missing. They are content to field
rr:! divisional sized armies, with only cavalry brigades instead of infantry corps, and cavalry

corps, as well as a realistic gun battery of three guns (minimum). At present I have mainly French,
with a line cavalry corps composed of Hussars, line lancers, chasseurs a cheval, .cuirassiers and
dragoons (8 regiments). I also have four regiments of Guard cavalry. Red lancers, Polish lancers.
Horse Grenadiers and chasseurs_a-cheval, each cavalry regiment being AO strong with a figure repres
enting the major at their head, purely aesthetic, with a trumpeter and standard bearer included in
the ranks.

I have a French infantry corps of thirteen battalions of line grenadiers or 6i regiments. You
could call them a 'largish' Oudinots division!! Now I have too many grenadiers! Also I have four
battalions of line infantry. My battalions are 30 men (5 men = 1 company). Along with a regiment of
light infantry and three guard regiments (1st and 2nd Grenadiers, and Marines of Guard = 6 battalions)
you have my infantry corps. 25 battalions in all. My artillery is a problem though. I have 6 guns !
and crews for the Horse artillery of the Guard but 12 guns and crews for the foot artillery of the
Guard! Too many by far. For the line units 1 have 12 guns and crews all foot plus horses, teams and
limbers, and ammunition wagon, newly released by Heroics, all fabulous stuff.

I hope that this may stimulate some of the 25 mm, and 15 mm' diehards into taking up their
magnifying glass. But the effect en-masseof 3,000-A,000 troops is stupendous, and has to be seen to
be believed.

At present I am getting together enough troops to re-fight Waterloo. My estimates are that I
will have to obtain 47 regiments of Line Cavalry = £47.00p; 72 regiments Line Infantry = £31.00p.
This is because 1 use 2 packets of cavalry for a French regiment = £1 =-42 men. For infantry 1 pack
= 1 regiment (50 man) 2 packs = Sl.OOp. Artillery 6 guns = 2 batteries.

By the end of 1976 I should have a representation on my wargames table of 112,408 men. (22,000
cavalry) 90,000 infantry) as I intend to have 1st Corps, 2nd Corps, 3rd Corps, 4th Corps and 6th Corps
to refight the whole Waterloo campaign.



LETTERS
"Thank you and the other Newsletter subscrihers who wrote both to the magazine and myself over

my question about British unit sizes in the Napoleonic Wars. I think I would not be far wrong if I
said with any other ■agazine or hobby the response would not have been so voluminous and helpful -
as I said before several people wrote to my home address - even someone from the U.S.A.1

I am sorry that I misquoted from Bruce Quarrie's book. I have an excuse or reason (depending on
how you look at it). I was working from my own scribbled notes, and further down the paragraph he
says ".... for wargames purposes therefore a battalion should be organised as 20 figures." Using
1:33 as a scale that is 660 - or rounded off 650. After reading the article though I checked my other
sources and I made no other mistakes as far as I can see. I apologise to Mt.Quarrie for mis—quoting
him. I did not specify exactly what I meant in my letter - I was" really after Crown authorised
strengths prior to campaigning and battle casualties. I am sorry Mr.Wise was suspicious, but reading
the letter again I see it was slightly "tongue in cheek", I shall have to be more careful next time.
The main reason I asked the question was that all the information I found about French units matched
up, everybody seemed to agree. I write the next comment at the risk of being considered sarcastic,
but didn't French units suffer campaigning casualties? I am fighting a campaign at the moment, so I
am aware of wastage, our umpire seems intent on killing off the two armies before we really get to
grips. Incidentally, harking back to your last two paragraphs, has anyone ever found a way of simulat
ing disease, plague, accidents, etc., in a campaign?

Oh, one last point, most likely arising from me, as I will be the first to admit my writing is
not perfect, however my surname is EVANS not Evens. What aggravated me more was you printed an A then
crossed it out!"

Graham Evans of Rugby.

ooOoo

"I was most interested to read W.Thurbon's comments concerning my articles on Chaturanga (Letters
- May). I agree with Mr. Thurbon that Go or Wei Chi is a strong contender for the world title of
earliest surviving wargame, and the Wei Chi strategy may have subsequently influenced some departments
of professional wargaming, particularly in the inscrutable Orient. But surely there can be no doubt
that Chess alone Inspired the original Kreigspeil from which was developed the entire series of com
puterised and simulation games in professional use today.

In 18th century Europe, chess variations, along with playing cards and model soldier figures, had
long been in use as methods of teaching the rudiments of military theory, when Helwig, Master of Pages
at the court of the Duke of Brunswick devised the prototype Kreigspeil. Helwig's unenviable duty was
to teach military science to a rowdy group of young Prussian noblemen. Finding it an exacting task,
he hit upon the idea of laying on an agreeable recreation for his pupils and thus achieve his primary
objective painlessly. The most suitable vehicle for this "recreation", he found, was a board game
which had previously been used for lessons in strategy and which had for centuries been popular among
the German nobility, who believed it offered training in mental and moral discipline. In describing
the success of his experiment, Helwig, writing in 1780, concludes: "... . my idea was to adapt the game
of chess to my own game " (H.D.S.Heistand, "Foreign War Games" 1898).

If Chairman Mao adopted Wei Chi methods in diplomacy and war, perhaps this might indicate a
natural tendency to choose the familiar and well tried strategies of his national board game as did
the Prussians two centuries earlier. It also leads to some interesting speculation concerning the
long term effects of professional wargaming:- could the top military minds in Western Europe and the
U.S.A. now have become so influenced by wargaming techniques that their notions of strategy are sub
consciously chess-oriented; while China's - perhaps less subconsciously - are focussed on the wider
theme of Wei Chi? If so, which game strategy would pre-dominate? Let us hope that if that question
is ever put to the test, it stays confined within the realms of operational research, and is never
allowed to escape into reality!"

John Bennett of Potters Bar, Herts.

ooGoo

"One item from May's Newsletter, the chap who proposed writing a units morale status on the base
is on a loser there. I do not use morale rules (cries of horror!!) but I would not turn my expensive
colour group upside down, let alone write and erase on the underside of the base."

Stuart A. Asquith of the Victorian Military Society.

opOoo

"Having seen that in several past Newsletters Airfix's advert draws attention to the story of
George Washington and the cherry tree I felt that 1 had to write. Quote from the advert, "Immortalised
by his confession to felling a cherry tree", and then the dramatic bit, "Father, I cannot tell a lie",
it first appears that George, apart from the felling, was a good, honest boy that any father would be
proud of. However, closer examination may reveal otherwise. George when confronted confessed, but
what could his father possibly do? After all, the young George was still holding the axe! Maybe had
his father had the axe America's history would be different and minus a hero."

D. R. Henderson of Rugby.



"Why people do not write for the Newsletter anymore (?) I feel that the main reason for this
must he the enormous expansion in the hohhy over the last 5 years or so, which has had several
effects.

Firstly, there is, on the national if not the local level, the loss of the informal, chatty,
everyone-knows-everyone atmosphere. This has killed the "what I am doing now" type of articles which
used to appear in the Newsletter.

Secondly, there is the appearance of experts in particular fields. This makes common ignorami
like myself hesitant to rush into print for fear of being shot down in flames over minute, or not-
so-minute, details.

Thirdly, and mainly, we all have everything done for us these days. There are now so many
figures about that you could get enormous armies by buying one of each type of figure from each maker.
Similarly, there are innumerable works of reference, campaign histories, uniform details, etc., - I
can even think of about thirty books actually on wargaming (and can remember when there was only about
three). Thus, there must be many people who have no inclination or time to think for themselves: I
can just picture the scene of a horrified recent wargamer who is told that: "Once upon a time there
were no WEG Ancient rules (e.g.) and everyone made up their own sets."

Before I get accused of being over-pompous, I should add that I am equally culpable on the last
point as I own a boringly standard 20/25mm Gallic army. On the other hand I do dabble in other areas
of wargames; I have a large stack of boardgames from Waddingtons to SPl, I have growing I/3OO Ancient
armies (which fight to my rules because I am biased), and I fight campaigns with pins, wooden blocks
and even lego bricks. I have tried Skirmish Wargaming and wargames where figures are represented by
blocks or by Letraset figures rubbed onto plastic squares and one day soon I will probably try full
scale re-enactment. I would like to appeal to all wargamers to try out anything and everything in
wargaming. (it does not cost the earth although it does take a lot of time away). If people do not
do this, then wargaming will become compartmented and specialised like Science and Technology and
each will go his own sweet way losing the benefits of cross-fertilisation of ideas."

(Name omitted from letter).

ooOoo

"The brief article on American Civil War organization in the May Newsletter was written many
years ago, and I am afraid is not entirely accurate. I would be very glad if you would put a note in
the next issue to this effect, and point out that readers interested in the subject would do best to
refer to Coggins' "Arms and Equipment", Rogers' "Condederates and Federals at War", and Livermore.

In response to a classified ad I went last week in search of old copies of the Newsletter and
War Games Digest. I lack only the first year's Newsletters and would have been glad of the chance
even to photocopy these had they already been sold. Imagine my surprise when the advertiser pulled
out a dusty old box of Digests, Slingshots and Newsletter and told me that he had already received an
offer of £80 for them and expected THAT to be topped'. Gold dust indeed, restricting me to a mere
browse through. Even that was sufficient to fire me with something approaching the enthusiasm with
which I first embarked on our hobby, only to be disillusioned by self-imposed complications and res
trictions. We are told that Shakespeare could write as he did because the language was then fresh
and flexible, a new material capable of being moulded freely and without inhibition and that this is
why his standards can never be excelled. I think something similar has happened in wargaming; those
old WGD battle reports were written with a verve and enthusiasm that we seldom see now, trapped as we
are in a hopeless quest for the impossible aim of total accuracy. The extent to which I have myself
strayed from my own objectives is illustrated by the fact that I seldom have time now to fight war-
games, the hobby that I really enjoy. I spend long hours which I DO NOT enjoy painting 20mm figures
up to a collector's standard, a standard that has evolved over the years; firstly I added let us say
buttons, and found that they improved the appearance of the figures - of course - and thenceforth
added them to each new figure. Then I drew in lines between their fingers, and incorporated that re
finement into my style; then shaded barrel bands, and so on and so on. Now I would not care to risk
certain units in a wargame at all. But the really interesting part is that I have found I cannot go
back to a more sensible standard. I may lift my brush with the intention of painting a battalion or
squadron up as quickly as possible, but my fingers stray and revert to my refined style almost of
themselves. One of the most thoroughly enjoyable wargame campaigns I ever had was of the U.S-Mexican
War of 18A6-A8. What figures did we use? My French Napoleonics stood in as Mexicans, complete with
lancers and cuirassiers, while my A.C.W. Federals became U.S. Regulars and the Rebs represented the
Volunteers; a British colonial landing party of bluejackets became U.S. Naval and Marine detachments.
This would simply not be acceptable to me now, nor to the friends with whom I fought the campaign;
but by George it was FUN, far more so than the rather sterile, purist games we have supposedly graduat
ed to.

Well, enough of the philosophy! Like Alistair Cooke's technique I was working round to something
else, which is to suggest that you might solve your problem of insufficient material for the News
letter to some extent at least by reprinting some of the best material from the A.G.D. and early News
letters. I am sure that even wargamers who have known only the refined standards of the 70's will
find these articles of great interest, and may find that the objective of having a good time is a far
more attractive one than mathematical accuracy."

Alan Hansford Waters of Braintree, Essex.

ooGoo

"I have a problem regarding the Russian Infantry uniforms and fighting power of the 1812 period.
Could you or the readers of Wargamer's Newsletter please help? Using the Airfix book "Napoleonic
Wargaming" I come to the following organization:



Urenadler battalion - 1 coy. grenadiers; 2 coys, fusiliers and 1 coy. tirailleurs (fusiliers
trained to act as skirmishers).

Musketeer hattalion - 1 coy. grenadiers; 2 coys, musketeers and 1 coy. tirailleurs.
Jager hattalion - 1 coy. Jager-greiiadiers, 3 coys jagers.

I have the following questions to ask:

(1) Was the musketeer battalion grenadier platoon the same as the grenadier battalion grenadiers
in uniform and fighting power? If not what was the difference?

(2) Were the grenadier battalion fusiliers the same as the musketeer battalion musketeers in
uniform and fighting power? If not what were they like?

(3) Was the musketeer battalion Jager platoon the same as the Jager battalion Jagers in uniform
and fighting power? If not what were they like?

(4) Were the Jager battalion jager-grenadiers the same as the grenadier battalion grenadiers in
fighting power? If not what were they like? What was their uniform?

(5) Was there a carabineer platoon in the jager battalion jager-grenadier coy. of 1812 and if so
what was their uniform and fighting powers?

(6) Were the Lifeguard battalions organised exactly the same as the musketeer or grenadier
battalions and if so what were the musketeer or fusilier coys fighting power like?

(7) Did the tirailleurs have any special distinction to show their type?

When talking of fighting powers I mean comparing with other troops, i.e. Grenadiers were better
than musketeers but worse than guards. This information will be greatly appreciated."

G.Bailey, 19 St. Dominic Square, Rabat, Malta.

ooOoo

"My name is Alex Wong and I live in New Zealand. I realise you must get many letters and do not
wish to waste your time. 1 have bought a copy of your book "War Games" and wish to congratulate you
sincerely on the excellent way you have handled this difficult subject.

I like wargaming but lack materials, space and rules. Since the reading of your book, however,
I have solved many problems. I have written a detailed set of rules based on the rules created by
Lionel Tarr. My rules include some subjects like Misses and Orders, including some specified versions
of Lionel Tarr's rules. I have tried to start a small wargaming club here in Auckland (mostly recruit
ing fellow schoolmates) but suffering from not enough common free times and communal meeting places.
With your consent, I would like to send you a copy of 'my' rules for your comments and recommendations,
or criticisms."

"It does not
a small privately
twice as much (£2,
seem too large an
same period costs
ments in relation

one battle report
in order."

Alex Wong of 9^ Pateson Ave., Mission Bay, Auckland, New Zealand.

ooGoo

seem like four years since I first subscribed (April '72). Then the Newsletter was
produced 'zine and some of the pages were hard to read. Now the Newsletter costs
lOp : £'fi.32p) but is twice as large and more professionally printed. This does not
increase in relation to quality and inflation, also the Military Modelling for the
£2.35p and £5.75p. The difference I do notice is the increased amounts of advertise-
to the articles. I cannot complain about reader response having only contributed
and an item or two for the Must List and Notice Board, but I think more articles are

Raymond Gale of Jarrow, Tyne and Wear.

ooOoo

"On thinking things over, and in so far as it concerns myself, I do not think that the hobby holds
anything of interest for me now, and this after 60 years of great interest and enjoyment in it but the
fact (unfortunately) remains that I am now not in very good fettle as regards my health, and am nearly
80 years of age, so 1 think it is time for me to retreat in good order so to speak. More over, the
King's Lynn Society seems to have faded out, but they were not interested in having elderly folks any
way. Actually there are three good chess players living here and as we are all "old timers" we have
formed a Club amongst ourselves. After all I suppose, chess is the oldest of wargames. Finally, I
wish you all the very best for 1976, and long may Wargamer's Newsletter continue to prosper."

Frank R. S-. Tippetts of Hunstanton, Norfolk.

(The writer is a real veteran wargamer and attended the very first ever wargames convention held
in Southampton in about 196O.)

ooOoo

"The Newsletter is still a very good magazine, and I do hope that publication will continue for a
good many years yet, despite soaring costs and rampant inflation. Both Don Featherstone and Tradition
deserve more than congratulations for your efforts and the result produced."

D. J. Robertson of Melville, Western Australia.

ooOoo

"I enclose £4.32p to renew ray subscription to Wargamer's Newsletter. This will be my 11th year
with the best wargaming magazine in the country. Long may it continue!"

P. I. Bartlam of Littleton, Nr. Chester.



THE ART OF WARFARE IN THE AGE OF MARLBOROUGH by David Chandler
illustrations and 13 diagrams. B.T.Batsford - £6.95p)•

(9i" X 6i"; 317 pages; 17

As personally explained to the author during the recent Military Historical Society's visit to
France and Flanders, the delay in reviewing this hook was due to all available reading time being
taken up with books of World War I. But over and above that reason towered the inescapable realisa
tion that here was a book to be thoroughly read and digested before being reviewed. Not that all the
books I review are not read - just that some are read more deeply than others! Having spent the
Spring Holiday weekend deep in David Chandler's book, I am very happy that I delayed my review because,
certainly so far as wargamers are concerned, this is a monumental and most valuable documentation of
the period under review. From our point of view, it is quite impossible to detect the omission of any
of those aspects of warfare which we require to form our armies and fight them in an historically
accurate manner. For example, in diagramatic form it answers such difficult questions as (a) the
differing French and English battalion organisations from 1700-1745; how a French 13 company battalion
deployed in five ranks; Infantry formation deployed for action in the late 17th century; British
platoon firing system 1709; Siege of an 18th century fortress, etc. A glance at its chapter headings
indicate the vast amount of ground that Mr. Chandler has covered and obviously include almost every
salient feature required by the wargamer - they are Part I The Horse - 1. Cavalry roles and represen
tation, 2. Types of cavalry and equipment, 3. Organisation and basic training, 4. The mounted arm in
battle and campaign. Fart II The Foot - 5. Representation and types of infantry, 6. Infantry weapons
and equipment, 7. Organisation and training of the infantry, 8. Tactical handling of the foot. Part
111 The Artillery Trains - 9. Roles, representation and basic organisation, 10. Personnel and field
organisation, 11. Artillery pieces and equipment, 12. On campaign. Part IV The Engineering Services
- 13. The place and organisation of military engineers, 14. Engineering tasks in peace and war, 15.
The art and science of fortification and siegecraft, I6. The age of the great engineers.

Even the Appendices stir the blood - Major wars 1688-1745; Major land battles and capitulations;
Selected sieges and Dates of specimen sieges. From the Introduction which more cogently than previous
ly encountered details the mainly logistic reasons for the drastic military time-tables and rare
battles of the l6th, 17th and I8th centuries, there is not a page that lacks interest. Knowing my
wargamers, I am certain that this is a book they will have to reserve at the library and then, having
read it, will rush to the nearest bookseller to obtain their own permanent copy for considerable
future reference!

MILITARY VEHICLES OF THE WORLD by Christopher F.Foss.
graphs on each page. Ian Allan Ltd - £2.95p)>

(8f" X 6"; 192 pages; 1, 2 or 3 photo-

Already well known for his previously published books - ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES OF THE WORLD;
ARTILLERY OF THE WORLD and with a book shortly to be published INFANTRY WEAPONS OF THE WORLD, the
author's aim in this latest volume is to cover in considerable detail the tracked and wheeled cargo
type vehicles in contemporary Army service throughout the world. Possession of this set of books
will provide a most comprehensive coverage of all kind of military equipment. In fine technical and
pictorial detail, the author has covered the vehicles of Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, East Germany, West Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Yugoslavia and
China. Nothing is omitted - the size of the vehicle and its weight, crew, speed, range, and even its
river-fording capability. My mind boggles at the amount of research and chasing-up that must have
been done to compile this volume which the "Modern" wargamer simply cannot do without - indeed, if you
wish to keep up to date with the current military situation then it is certainly worth perusing, to
gether with the other volumes in the set.

MILITARY HEADDRESS - A pictorial history of military headgear from I66O to 1914 by Colonel Robert
H. Rankin. 128 pages; 250 photographs. Arms and Armour Press - a;A.95p;.



One does not have to he a wargamer very long to discover that the most effective and simplest-
method of converting a model soldier from one period or army to another is to change his head gear!
Similarly, throughout military history, headdress has played a considerable part in both the recogni
tion of regiments and in the creation of their image - consider the bearskins worn by Guards, the
lancers board-topped tchapkas and the Prussian pickelhaube. The price of such wonderful specimens as
are depicted in this book might well be a little rich for the blood of wargamers but the accurate
knowledge imparted by these brilliant illustrations means that no table-top army need go into action
wearing anything but the most accurate of head gear, whether they be - cocked or slouch hats, shakos
or kepis, leather or metal helmets, pickelhauben and spiked helmets. Grenadier caps and bearskins,
mirleton and busby. Lancer caps, tropical helmets or forage caps.

CRUSADER by John Milsom, John Bandars and Gerald Scarborough. (9i^"
graphs and 51 line drawings. Patrick Stephens Ltd - £2.50p).

80 pages; 117 photo-

This is the first in a new AIRFIX series CLASSIC AFVs, in which well known tanks will be des
cribed technically and operationally plus detailed instructions on modelling them. Undoubtedly this
lavishly illustrated book is very good value at the price and it is debatable whether three more
competent writers could have been found to handle such a series. The Crusader tank was a vehicle
attractive in appearance, certainly one of the fastest tanks in World War II and much used in the
wide-ranging Western Desert battles. Unfortunately, like so many other British tanks of the period
(and I speak feelingly as an ex-member of the Royal Tank Regiment) it was under-gunned and too thinly
armoured to cope with not only superior German tanks but also the dreaded 88mm gun. Part 1 by John
Milsom outlines the development of the tank and describes it in technical detail - very enlightening
and highly illustrative of the procrastinating manner in which military equipment is produced for the
man who eventually has to use it at a time when ity§fready probably become out-of-date! Part 2 I
found particularly interesting because not only is John Sandars a personal friend but also I found
his highly detailed description of the course of the Western Desert Campaign to be as good a condensed
version as I can recall reading. 1 find fascination in the fact that a retired high-ranking Naval
officer, too young to have even fought in World War II, can so immerse himself in the period as to
produce, with deep sincerity and feeling, such fine accounts of the fighting. The third part by
Gerald Scarborough earmarked by some quite superb photography of the 1:32nd scale model in the course
of production or conversion, as to resemble pictures of the real full-size tank and its interior!
Although possessing no ability or desire to model this (or any other) vehicle I believe these descrip
tive notes and photographs to be as near perfect as possible. A fine book that has set an extremely
high standard for the rest of the series to follow.

From Squadron/Signal Publications of America (and obtainable from Hersant's Bookshop in London)
have come two fine publications in their ARMOR and AIRCRAFT SERIES. I was particularly interested in
the former because it covers THE CENTURION TANK IN ACTION by Stephen Tunbridge and illustrated by Don
Greer. Arising from lessons learned from tank fighting in World War II, this superb Armoured Fighting
Vehicle arrived too late to take part in that conflict where it would undoubtedly have been perhaps
the best tank used by any of the combatants. Since then it has served with the greatest distinction
in the numerous "lesser" conflicts that have bedeviled us - Korea, India/Pakistan, Arab/Israel and
Vietnam. As always with these books, the photographs are many and superb, including a fine two-page
colour section depicting the various camouflage schemes of countries using this admirable tank. If
you are wargaming in periods since World War II then this book will be of the greatest value to you.
The second publication deals with the CURTISS P.AO, AIRCRAFT well remembered even by ground forces of
World War II when even the Army paid grudging lip-service to such famous names as the Spitfire, the
Hurricane and the Curtiss Tomahawk and Kittyhawk. Qur fancy was taken by the sharks mouths painted
on these aircraft flown by the American Volunteer Group under the leadership of Chennault and fighting
as the Flying Tigers in China from ig'tl onwards. The pictures are great and do nostalgic justice to
an aircraft that played a notable part in World War 11.

If you wargame in the Colonial period or are intejcsted in this fascinating period in Africa then
you should study the list of books published by the Africana Book Society of 35J Upper Village,
Carlton Centre, P.O.Box 1071, Johannesburg 200, South Africa. It seems that Members of this Society
and the Books of Rhodesia Book Club receive a 33"?^ discount and some of these books are really
fascinating re-nrints of works long out of print and unavailable. For instance, one of their latest
soon to be reviewed in the Newsletter is WITH THE BOERS IN THE TRANSVAAL AND ORANGE FREE STATE 1880-1

by Charles Norris-Nei^mian - originally written in 1882 by a man already well-known for his books on the
Zulu War. Incidentally the Anglo-Boer conflict of 1880-81 bears the dubious distinction of being the
only war that Britain lost during the whole of Queen Victoria's long reign! Then there is THROUGH SHOT
AND FLAME by J.D.Kestell. This is perhaps the best contemporary Boer narrative and is a facsimile re
production of the 1903 edition - it is always fascinating to read of a war from the viewpoint of the
other side! The Rhodesiana Reprint Library which put out such books as THE '96 REBELLIONS, a facsimile
reprint of The British South Africa Company's Reports on the Native Disturbances in Rhodesia 1896-7.
Much of the text is devoted to first-hand accou.its of the fighting, patrols, escapes and rescues and
covers a little known era in British Colonial history and one that is made more interesting by contem
porary affairs in Rhodesia. Two other volumes - THE WAR HISTORY OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA 1939-19^5 Ijy J.F.
MacDonald should cause some misgivings and twinges of shame in the breasts of those who are at present
consigning those same men and their families to the hands of perhaps misguided and often fanatical
natives. Another book that sounds good is RAIDERS AND REBELS IN SOUTH AFRICA by Elsa Goodwin Green
which is a personal account of the aftermath of the Jameson Raid and the Mashona Rebellion of 1896-7 -
this is a facsimile reproduction of the 1898 edition.

It is very sad to record that Ken Trotman, who specialised in arms books for the last twenty-five
years, has recently died at 57 years of age. Ken was a very knowledgeable and pleasant fellow whose
list of books on guns, shooting and related subjects filled a singular need in the world of militaria.
It is pleasing to know that his unique bookselling business is to continue under the management of Arms
and Armour Press (2-6 Hampstead High Street, London NW3 IPR) who will ensure its continuity and main
tain its high standards. Their latest list is available as Catalogue number 92 and not only contains
details of antique and modern firearms, etc., but also lists many books on Armies, Tactics, Wars, etc.,
that are of interest to wargamers. In itself, the list is interesting reading and well recommended.

CONTTNUED ON PAGE 10



LOOKING AROUND

The special , articles mentioned from the magazines listed below are those considered to be of
specific interest to wargamers - there are of course numerous other features in these magazines which
may also be of interest.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June 1976. Centurion Mlt V in 1:76 scale conversion; 20mm Oerlikon gun; Report
on Southern Militaire; Airfix figure conversions Anti-aircraft Bren gun team; reviews on the latest
models and kits, boardgames, books and other features.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Spring 1976. The Barrackpore Mutiny of
182A; The British German Legion 185A-62 plus numerous other features.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - March-April 1976. Interesting article on American Civil War in Eastern
Virginia; Stalingrad 19^12; Additional weather rules to games; Controlling the luck factor; Napoleonic
Naval Wargaming boardgames; plus an article on the British game Kihg Maker (now being produced by
Avalon Hill).

THE BULLETIN of the Club Francaise de la Figurine Historique - No.76. Although in French easily
understandable. Contains articles on Compagnies d'Arquebusiers early 18th century; Legions of the
North 1809; Italian Hussars 1797-1805; The French 75mm gun; plus illustrations, uniform plates, etc.

GUIDON - No.3: 1975. Quarterly magazine of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America. Contains
details of the dioramas in the Bi-centennial show in Boston plus book reviews and other features.

MILITAR7 MODELLING - June 1976. In addition to all its usual features and reviews, contains
illustrated articles on Flats; The Persian Immortals; Alan Caton's figures for the 1812 Retreat from
Moscow diorama; Report on Southern Militaire; German Rifle Battalion 191A.

NORSEMAN - May 1976. This is the magazine of the Northern Association of Wargamers and is an
enthusiastic and friendly affair - this issue contains article on the American Armoured Battalion;
Sir John Hawkwood and his White Company; plus numerous letters and smaller features.

SOLDIER - June 1976. Contains illustrated articles on the King's Shropshire Light Infantry
Museum; The Royal Pioneer Corps; Sappers at Sea; plus reviews of military records, books, etc.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - Journal of the Victorian Military Society - May 1976. Contains interest-
illustrated article on Egyptian Infantry at the time of the Dongola Campaign; A Chinese Regiment 1900;
The Expedition to Perak 1875; The Pig War of 1859; The Metis Rebellion of 1885 (Canada); Royal Naval
Shore Landing Rig 1891; plus many other features of the greatest interest to those of us who fight
wargames in trie Victorian period.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 29. Keeping up its high standards with beautifully illustrated articles on
Helicopter Gunships; Marston Moor 164A; Poland's 1920 Triumph; Monte Cassino; Sevastopol 19A2; and
Q-Ships.

From the Rhine Confederation Wargames Club I have received the January and February and the March
and April copies of their bi-monthly magazine THE RHINE CONFEDERATE which contains such interesting
articles as Russian National Characteristics; British Napoleonic Artillery composition; and The Dark
Ages. A feature of these magazines is the communique-type of reports on their current wargaming
activities. They certainly are enthusiastic and I imagine it is highly infectious!

HAYWARD'S GAZETTE - June 1976. You do not have to be a medal collector to appreciate this
finely produced magazine put out at regular intervals by J.B.Hayward and Sons, 17 Piccadilly Arcade,
London S.W.I y6ML. Primarily listing medals that are for sale, each is accompanied by a fascinating
description of the deed for which the medal was awarded and other information that makes the blood
tingle (at least it does mine). Then there are unusual and the interesting articles dealing with the
British Army and Navy such as in this issue - "Gate Pah and the A3rd"; Army Order 193 of 1919 (Honours
to escaping P.O.Ws), etc., etc.

OHIEM'S SUBLIME MOMENT - Continued from Page 9

The dice fell. A two. Ohiem had slightly misjudged his advance so that he was only on the flank
and not actually behind it, but if the Wurtemberg line advanced Perfect.

(а) For a brief impractical period (1752) the Wurtembergers were so splendidly attired. I ex
tend this period as poetic licence.

(5) Strategy card with reserve indication.

(б) A general may add himself to a unit for morale purposes. This gives an extra dice but if
the dice still falls to rout the general falls with it and can give no further orders.

(7) Troops which are routed and either have nowhere to run or which can be out-distanced in
pursuit surrender.



THE SWOP-SHOP
This WAHGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service Is Intended to he a workable exchange system among British

wargamers. Items for exchange can be listed In an ordinary letter which must be accompanied by the
small voucher printed elsewhere In this magazine. So, If you have something to swop, list the Items
thus

1. I have the following goods to offer;

2. I am Interested In Item No. offered by I enclose a plain stamped
envelope. I can offer In exchange the followlng:-

3. I am anxious to obtain the followlng:-

Send list (with voucher) to the Swop Shop, Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl
5AD. The goods will then be listed In the next Issue of Wargamer's Newsletter. If you see Items
listed that you fancy, send a voucher with a plain, stamped envelope to the Editor, who will address
It, and pass It on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct. You are welcome to simultaneously
avail yourself of both ends of the swopping system. Please note that vouchers are ONLY valid for the
month Indicated. Because of postal difficulties and delays, this service must be restricted to war-
gamers resident In Great Britain.

33. Lawrence O'Kane offers;- 25mm E.C.W. Warrior - 1 Ironside; 10 Dragoons. I/300 Micro Armour - 3
Crusaders; 3 Dumber A.C's; 3 Daimler A.C's; 2 Marmon Herrlngton A.C's; 3 MK Ill's; 3 SDKFZ 250; k
T36/76; 5 Saracens.

He Is anxious to obtain;- 25mm E.C.W. Mlnlflgs - Mounted dragoons; E.C.W.C.2; E.2. 25mm E.C.W.
Hlnchllffe - E.C.W. 7 & 8; 25/AN (Culverin); 25/AP (limber); E.H.7.

3^. Ken Clark offers;- A Peter Lalng 15mm Marlburlan Army with some units painted; 8 battalions of
2h figures, 63 Highlanders, 8 squadrons of 8 figures, 3 guns, 12 gunners, one gun limber and team.
Unpalnted value £l6.3^p.

He Is anxious to obtain;- Lamming Knights, Scots Medieval spearmen and archers or Highlanders
or Medieval cavalry usable as Scots Border Horse all In 25ram. Alternatively 1 would consider French
35mm Napoleonic wearing greatcoats. Actually any 25mm Knl'ghts foot or horse on barded horses would
suffice.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ ON PAGE

lo In the latter years of the 17th century soldiers saluted by pulling off their hats. The Intro
duction of grenadier caps that could not easily be pulled off caused the grenadiers to be taught
to salute by carrying the back of his hand to the front of his cap.

2. Winchester - The Green Jackets.

3. Sir Harry Smith - 28 January 18^6. k. Crecy. | SWOP-SHOP VOUCHER
5. Blenheim, Ramlllles, Oudenarde, Malplaquet.
6. Rorkes Drift, Zululand - 22/23 January 1879. • JULY 1976

TO ACCOMPANY ALL "IN AND OUT"

SWOP DETAILS

NOTICE BOARD
NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM HOLIDAY CLUB

27 July - 28 August 1976

This year's club will run from Tuesday to Saturday of each of these weeks from 10 a.m. to 3.30
p.m., and will be open to all children and young people up to 16 years. Events will Include simple
and advanced model making with free provision of most working materials, painting, films. Illustrated
talks with handling of weapons and uniforms, displays by wargamers and model makers of their work,
and exhibitions of modern equipment by Regular Army units.

All these events will be staged free of charge. So If you are Interested write to the Education
Department, National Army Museum, Royal Hospital Road, Chelsea SW3 4HT for details.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November I968; May 1877 to February 197A Inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p Including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ̂ 5.50). Back numbers March 197k to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfalr, London W.l.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word.
TRADITION, 5A and 5B Shepherds Street, Mayfalr, London W.l.

Send cash and advert to

ooOoo



MINIATURE WARFARE LTD HAVE NOT
I" n M jLDIinULv On the contrary, vie are in a happy state
■1II !■ 1 II n II ll r r rArr.ni.i, 0^" health and solvency and very mch in®™ [OFFICIAL] the mood for expansion, I'That happened

was that directors George and Barbara
Erik took off for three weeks visit to our Peninsular allies on a part-holiday-part-
trading mission, and temporarily 'shut up shop*. This apparently caused alarm and
despondency in some quarters - but not to worry, all is v;ell and so we are rested,
rearmed, and back in action - NS YOUR SERVICE i

In fact, this month sees the completion of our second year of satisfactory trading
and steady groivth, for which we would like to thank all our friends, suppliers and
customers alike, for their support and co-operation which has made it possible. In
particular the Wargames Newsletter and Wargames Societies, throu^ whom we are
gradually acquiring an international clientele. The word seems to have got around
that 'if we have'nt got it, we DO get it for you i'

Noxf the order of the day is ADVANCE i We would remind manufacturers that as you have
helped us, maybe we can help YOU ? Our studio facilities are now fully onerational.
and we offer a design/model making^ service second-to-none. backed by twenty-five
years practical experience. We are extending our ranges as far as Comp.H.Q, space
limitations will allow to offer more variety in our Special Order section. By the
Autumn we should be ready to launch a new Mail Order Dept, which should include some
imported lines in negotiation. And if the building programme goes according to
schedtLle, and the bottom has not dropped out of the pound sterling, we plan to move
into much larger premises next year. Thanks again to all..,. AND WATCH THIS SPACE i

IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT-WE GET IT FOR YOU!

for Collectors,Wargamers, Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures • Models• Kits • Conversions Tools • Materials• Books• Prints■ etc

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR ALL MILITARIA ENTHUSIASTS.
WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - MINIFIGS - AIRFIX - PHOENIX-
HISTOREX- GHO MICRO-ARMOUR - HASEGAWA -
GREENWOOD & BALL - TAMIYA - FUJIMI KITS - OLD

I8B THE PANTILES GUARD - STADDEN, LAMB, LASSET, SANDERSON &
TUNBRIDGE WELLS OTHER FIGURES
KENT ENGLAND HUMBROL - MICRO-MOLD - TITAN - PLASTICARD -

T WELLS(OBOO) BADGER - WARGAMES & RULES - X-ACTO TOOLS -^  PRINTS - REF.BOOKS BYOSPREY, BLANDFORD, FUNCKEN,
(THROUGH BUTLER'S JEWELLERY SHOP- & OTHERS.
DOWN THE STAIRS- & YOU'RE IN THE CTI Kl^lAf /'\DrB ATI^KI A I
COMP.GHO BUNKER) STUDIO NOW OPERATIONAL; we design and

MAKE MASTER'MODELS FOR THE TRADE, ANY SCALE -
FIGURES - ANIMALS-ACCESSORIES - DIORAMAS-VIGNETTES- ANY

PERIOD OR NATION . COLLECTOR'S STANDARD PAINTING SERVICE.



The things people do to our two colour kits.

¥215
Colour plan for the XXVIIISS

Friewilligen Panzer Grenadier Division.
Berlin 1945.

Jagd panther Tank: latest in our ever-increasing your name and address with 6/2p in stamps to
Military Kits range. The Marketing Dept. RlLesney Products & Co.Ltd.,
Complete with two alternative detailed paint plans. Lee Conservancy Road, London E9 SPA.
For a realistic, authentic model on a diorama display ^
base. \\\TnOTfHnn]^%
MIG scale. "MATCHBOX" Purple range Kit No. M

For the new "MATCHBOX" Kits catalogue, send ^MIUTARYKflS

*Recommended retail price. "MATCHBOX" is the registered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England.

GREENWOOD
(^^BALL LTD

61 WESTBURY STREET,
THORNABY-ON-TEES. TEESSIDE.

NEW

Garrison 25mm

MEC7 Knight mounted, with stan
dard

MEC6 Knight mounted with small
banner

MEC9 Mounted man at arms

MEC10 Mounted crossbowman
MEC2 Mounted knight with sword
ME20 Foot knight with poleaxe
ME19 Foot soldier with halberd
Cavalry 20p Foot 9p

THE FINEST

MILITARY

MINIATURES IN

THE WORLD ...o

lntheU.S.A.:

Suite No. 1,
North Hollwood,
California 91606

In Canada:
480 RIdeau St.,
Ottawa,
Ontario KIN 524

and In France: s.a.,
8 PI. Des VIctolres,
Paris 75002.



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

MAIL

ORDER 103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS 53^80
HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin
cast wargames and diorama accessories.

% WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

0 WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

# Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse il5-30mm

• Ancient and Medieval artillery/defensive positions.
25-30 mm

VrOJECT 300' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. /300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

^RMTEC
1/76th SCALE

Set 1 • GERMAN MACHINE GUNS

Set 2 - TEN JERRY CANS

Set 3 - AMERICAN AFV TOOLS

Set 4 - GERMAN PIONEER TOOLS

Set 5 - GERMAN VEHICLE

BREAKDOWN EQUIPMENT

Set 6 - SIXTEEN GERMAN SPARE

TRACK PLATES

Set 12 - BRITISH AFV TOOLS

Set 13 • SANDBAGS

The above sets are all priced at 13p

Set 7 - TOW CHAIN {70 scale feet)

priced at 19%p

1/48th SCALE

Set 482 - EIGHT JERRY CANS

(GERMAN) priced at 13p

Set 481 • TOW CHAIN (48 scale

feet) priced at 19%p

1/3Sth SCALE

Set 9 • GERMAN MACHINE GUNS

MG-34 13p
Set 10 • GERMAN MACHINE

GUNS MG-42 13p

Set 11 - GERMAN 81mm MORTAR

Kit of parts Price 16jp
Set 8 • TOW CHAIN (35 scale feet)

priced at 19%p

SET U - 1/35 Scale (lllusfroted) ^
BriHsIt Bren Gun & Boys
Anti Tank Rifle - 164p p.^

^ ̂ NEW - 1:72 Aircraft- series
Set A.A.I - 50 Calibre

T ~~ A^chine Guns Inc.Accys. MSp if \\

1/76th SCALE HETZER RUNNING ^
GEAR SET (Suitable for all 38t /|m\
conversions or scratch-builds) 27p Jj ^

Vacuum formed conversion sets for ^ r~n
modifying 1/76 scale AIRFIX kits.

C0NV.1 - Cast Hull and Sand 0* ^ ^ r"
ShieidS for M3A1 LEE 2714p .55 Boys at rifle ^
C0NV.2 - Cast Hull and Sand .3

Shields for M4A1 SHERMAN 27%p 5(c Ail prices include VAT at 8%

from iMding

Hobby Siockisn

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargamlng (obtainable through this magazine)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefieldfi55p (02).



(( has. ( . Staddcii Miniatures Rej;.)

/

M

Available unpainted in

easy-to-assemble kits.

Full painting instructions
enclosed with every order

Lists available

25 mm figures: 30p (inc. postage)

54 mm figure: 55p (inc. postage)

figures: stamped

addressed envelope
only.

ANNOUNCEMENT:

Further original dioramas to follow:
"1812"
Part 11 - "The Burning of the AC7 A
Colours by the Grande Armee"
Part 111 — "Marshal Ney (the Rear Guard)"
Part IV — "The Cossacks"
Also "The Retreat to Corunna"

Depicting Sergeant William Newman,
2nd Batt., 43rd Regiment.
After the famous oil painting by CHAS. C. STADDEN
And: "Napoleon: His Marshals and Commanders".

AC7 B AC7 C AC7 D

IMPORTANT: PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

5A & SB Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.



PETER LAING 15 METAL
mm FIGURES

A selection from the extensive range of over 450
metal 15 mm Wargames Figures by Peter Laing

ANCIENTS

F901 Long Bowman Firing -
F902 Long Bowman Marching
F907 Dismounted Knight with sword
F908 Dismounted Knight with glaive
F910 Dismounted Knight with axe
F911 Scottish Spearman standing

F501 Musketeer in hat firing
F503 Musketeer in hat marching
F504 Standard Bearer
F505 Drummer
F510 Officer with Partisan
F514 Peasant with billhook

F101 Marching Grenadier
F102 Marching Private
F108 Private firing
F109 Grenadier firing
F121 Advancing Grenadier
F122 Advancing Private

F1 British Inf, advancing
F2 British Inf. firing
F3 British Inf. kneeling
F4 British Inf. Drummer
F5 British Inf. Standard Bearer
F6 British Inf. Officer

F601 British Inf. marching
F603 British Inf. advancing
F605 British Officer marching
F607 British Inf. firing
F623 British Bugler
F625 British Inf. kneeling

MEDIEVAL
4p M901 Mounted Knight with lance
4p M905 Mounted Knight with war

^ord 4p hammer
aive 4p. A901 Small Bombard
:e 4p A903 Cannon
g  4p A904 Kneeling Gunner

A905 Standing Gunner
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

MARLBURIAN

F515 Dismounted Dragoon Firing
M501 Mounted Trooper in Helmet
M502 Mounted Cuirassier
M505 Mounted Trumpeter
M506 Mounted Stanoard Bearer
M507 Mounted Dragoon

4p M105
4p M109
4p A107
4p A116
4p A121
4p A124

NAPOLEONIC

M105 Charging Cavalry
M109 Bavarian Cuirassier
A107 6-pdr. Cannon
A116 Howitzer
A121 Mortar
A124 Gabion

4p M3
COLONIAL
4p F6ie
4p F617
4p F61&
4p F61S
4p F620
4p F62e

F616

Prussian Inf. advancing
Prussian Inf. Drummer
Prussian Inf. Officer
Prussian Landwehr advancing
Prussian Landwehr Firing
British Household Cavalry

 Marching Zulu
F617 Zulu Rifleman firing
F618 Zulu Rifleman advancing
F619 Zulu Rifleman lying
F620 Zulu advancing
F626 Zulu running

Greek Hoptlite 4p
Persian immortal 4p
Mede infantryman 4p
Persian inf. with spear 4p
Greek archer kneeling 4p
Thracian peltast 4p

FEU
Norman with spear 4p
Norman with axe marching 4p
Norman archer 4p
Norman with raised sword 4p
Norman 'at ease' with spear 4p
Norman kneeling with spear 4p

! Mounted Norman with spear 8p

FEU

AMERICAN WAR O

F408 Persian archer 4p
A401 Pesian chariot 12p
A402 Persian chariot crew 6p
A410 Galloping chariot horse (2 rqd)6p
M401 Persian horseman 8p
M402 Greek horseman Bp

DALS
M203 Mounted Norman with spear

charging 8p
M208 Mounted Norman with

sword 8p
A201 Mangonel 12p
A202 Man with lever for mangonel 4p
A203 Two men carrying missile 8p

F INDEPENDENCE
Standard bearer 4p
Grenadier drummer 4p
Line Company drummer 4p
Officer line company 4p
Officer grenadier company 4p
Private line company
marching 4p

CRIM

F307 Grenadier marching 4p
F308 Private light company

marching 4p
F309 Highlander in kit marching 4p
F312 Hessian grenadier marching 4p
M301 Mounted light dragoon 8p
M302 Mounted officer 8p

EAN
British Inf. advancing
British inf. drummer
British inf. officer
British inf. standard bearer
British hussar

1 British lancer

F821 Russian inf. adv. helmet
F822 Russian inf. drummer
F823 Russian inf. officer
F824 Russian inf. adv. cap
F825 Russian standard bearer
M809 Cossack charging

WORLD WAR I
British inf. marching 4p
British inf. advancing 4p
British officer 4p
British machine gunner + gun8p
Loader for F705 4p
British inf. lying firing 4p

A701 British 18 pdr field gun
A702 British gunner kneeling
A703 British gunner with shell
A704 British gunner with field c
A705 Seated British gunner
M701 British lancer

P & P extra. Orders upto£1.14p:£2,15p:£3.17p;£4.19p; £5, 21p. Over £5 Post Free.
Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. 80p. Send 12p for list + sample figure. Over 450
items in 10 different periods available.

PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

UADD^IA# the MODEL SHOP 31 ST. ANN'S ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.
nrt 11 n W VV TELEPHONE: 01-427-0387

GREENWOOD & BALL

25mm ANCIENTS
GREEK

G1 Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian
helmet

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hopllte Corinthian helmet in reserve
G4 Hoplite Corinthian helmet attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Pettast unarmoured with Hopliteshleld spear attic

helmet attacking
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer armoured taking arrow from quiver
G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer unarmoured drawing

bow
GIO Spartan Hopiite cloak crested Piles helmet In

reserve

Gil Spartan Hoplite cloak crested Piles helmet at
tacking

G12 Theban Hoplite attic helmet attacking
G13 Peltost small shield javelin and Thracian helmet
G14 Theban Hoplite attic helmet in reserve
GC1 Cavalry Officer
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalryman armoured shield and spear Cor

inthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman unarmoured shield and spear Boeo

tian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman armoured with javelin attic helmet
ROMAN EMPIRE
REl Tribune on foot
RE2 Centurion advancing
RE3 Signifier
RE4 Gornicer
RES Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary with shield and spear attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary with shield and javelin
RE10 Auxiliary Asiatic armoured archer
REC1 Cavalry Officer
REC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
REC4 Cavalryman leather armourwith shield and javelin
ROMAN REPUBLIC
RR1 Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes mall coat large shield and spear in

RR5 Haslati mail coat large shield and pilum
RR6 Triari leather armour large shield and spear

attacking
RR7 Veleti unarmoured small shield and javelin
RRC1 Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer
CARTHAGE

C1 Standard Bearer
C2 Officer
C3 Dummer
04 Citizen Spearman 1st class armoured shield spear

in reserve

05 Citizen Spearman Istclassarmouredshieldspear
attacking

06 Citizen Spearman 2nd class leather armour shield
spear attacking

07 Mercenary Balearic Stinger
08 Mercenary Cretan Archer
C9 Mercenary Numidian Javelinman
C10 Libyan unarmoured spear shield attacking
Oil Spanish Scutaris unarmoured large shield heavy

javelin
C12 Gual Mercenary unarmoured spear shield at

tacking
CGI Cavalry Officer
CC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
003 Cavalryman armoured spear and shield
CC4 Cavalryman Numidian with javelin
005 Cavalryman Spanish unarmoured spear
S7 War Elephant armoured 3 crew
Assyria
A1 Officer armoured with sword
A2 Infant^man armoured with spear and shield

attacking
A3 Infantryman armoured with spear and shield in

reserve

A4 Standard Bearer

A5 Archer armoured firing bow
A6 Archer unarmoured drawing bow
A7 Infantryman with long mail coat with spear and

shield and bow in case in reserve
A8 Unarmoured Infantryman with spear and shield

attacking
A9 Armoured Slinger
AID Unarmoured Slinger with shield
A11 Infantryman in long mail coat with shield and

spear and bow in case attacking
A12 Unarmoured Infantryman with shield and spear in

reserve

AC1 Cavalry Officer
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
AC3 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear

AC4 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear and
bow in case

ACS Unarmoured Cavalryman with shield and spear
and bow in case

SI 9 Heavy Chariot with 3 crew
Persia
PE1 Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantryman unarmoured spear and shield and

bow in case attacking
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE6
PE7 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE8 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE9 Infantryman unarmoured firing bow
PE9A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE9
PE10 Armoured infantryman spear and shield attacking
PE11 Phrygian armoured with crested helmet: spear

and shield attacking
PE12 Phyrygian armoured with crested helmet spear

and shield in reserve
PE13 Phyrygian armoured with crested helmet with

double headed axe
PEC1 Cavalry Officer
PEC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
PECS Cavalryman unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case
PEC4 Cavalryman unarmoued with spear and bow in

case

PEC5 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
PEC6 Clibanarius spear shield bow in case on armoured

horse
PEC7 Camel Corps armoured spear and sheild with bow

in case armoured camel
PECS Camel Corps unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case unarmoured camel
S20 Sythed Chariot with 2 crew
Prices for Garrison Range
Infantry 9p
Cavalry 20p
Camel and Rider 30p
War Elephant and Crew £1.08
Chariots 93p

Mall Order: Add 20p p. & p.
up to £5. Over, post free
U.K. only
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LAMMING
MINIATURES
NOW AVAILABLE:—

AMENDMENTS TO MEDIEVAL

BATTLE RULES — SEND S.A.E.

NEW RELEASES

AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BY/8 Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.
BY/10 Byzantine Light Crossbowman.
AS/5 Sassanid Foot Officer.
MF/23 Crusader Foot Knight—open hands.
MC/10 Crusader Mounted Knight—couched lance.
RE/1 Roman Legionary (Empire).
RE/2 Roman Centurion.
RE/3 Roman Auxiliary Spearman.
RE/4 Roman Auxiliary Archer.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES
(One-to-one) Price 60p (including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP
30" X 20" 50p + 7p p&p

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap.)
lOp + 7p p&p

Set of 12 different COUNTRY MAPS
£1 + lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1 /3000 scale) 5 for 25p

For full catalogue send 15p to;

LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 IDA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

Osprey
Militaria
Books
Unbeatable for accuracy, quality
and value

Men-at-Arms

Four new titles just published:
The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
A concise account of their causes, course and outcome, with
special emphasis on the Zulu side of the story.

The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller
A fascinating study of these flamboyant 16th century
mercenaries, including many rare engravings and
formation diagrams.

Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers by Emir Bukhari
The first of a planned series on French 1st Empire line
cavalry. Illustrations include rare examples of the Bucquoy
uniform plates.

The Mexican-American War 1846-48 by Philip Katcher
A description of both armies, with lists of units present at
each major engagement, eyewitness paintings and some of
the earliest military photographs.

Each book includes monochrome illustrations throughout,
22-24 accurate full colour paintings of uniforms and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment, tactics,
organisation and battle records. ^ >
Paper covers. £1.75 each.

/Medieval Warfare
by Terence Wise

An authoritatiye and beautifully
illustrated account of fourteenth and ,

fifteenth century European warfare,
with appendices on wargaming and 1
modelling in the medieval period.
£4.50. Hardcover.

Publication April 22nd. I

You won't want to miss the

Osprey Militaria weekend tr
be held at Belvoir Castle on .

lOth/llth July.

Available from
booksellers and ^
model shops, 1
or in case of -<
difficulty
direct from:

Osprey Publishing Limited, 12-14 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.

Please send me copy/ies of.

I enclose cheque/P.O., value £ . (please add 10% of total for p&p).

Please send me further details of the Osprey Weekend □

Osprey I
Member Company of the 1

George Philip Group |



AIRHX NEW MODELS FILE
BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY
NEW MULTI-POSE KIT

The Desert Rats, or the British Eighth Army as
they were more correctly known, were established in
September 1941.They were organised by their
Commander.General Sir Alan Cunningham, into the
XIII Corps and XXX Corps-the latter incorporatingthe
famous 7th Armoured Division.

The British Eighth Army was formed after some
of the most fierce battles of the Second World War along,
the North African coast

For three years German and ital ian forces fought
the British and Commonwealth armiesto gain access to
the vital Suez Canal,

in November 1941 Operation Crusader relieved
the beleaguered fortress of Tobruk, A counter-attack by
Rommel early in 1942 forced theallied armies backto
El Alamein, However,followinga major battle, the Eighth
Armyforced the Germans to retreat and finally on May
13,1943 on the Cap Bon Peninsula the African campaign
ended.

A total of 43 British Army Regiments were.
represented in the Eighth Army and were divided into
four armoured divisions and four infantry divisions.

The Ai rfix Eighth Army come as a mu Iti-pose kit -

a totally new concept in model soldier kit building. Each , , :
box contains over 100 polystyrene parts which are
interchangeable so you can cement them together in a
variety of positions. They wear the standard issue khaki
drill shirt and shorts. And there's a variety of caps, boots,
helmets,and equipment.

For up-to-date news and details of Airfix models
getthe Airfix magazine, price 22p.

Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books.
These give all the background information to such
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower, Spitfire,
Messerschmitt Bfl09. P.51 Mustang and Hawker Hurricane.

Britiish Eishth Army 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's blg^st mm

of construction kits.

THE DESERT RATS THAT WERE
A PLAGUE OH ROMMEL

r
w

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


